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Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District

FOREWARD
The purpose of this handbook is to give the teachers and professional staff of Winona-Montgomery
Consolidated School District general information necessary for a successful school year.  This handbook
is not the board policy manual.  If you have questions about information in this handbook or about any
topic not mentioned here, please see your principal or supervisor.

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF LEARNING
The traditional mission of public schools has been to prepare the nation’s young people for equal and
responsible citizenship and productive adulthood. Today, we reaffirm that mission by remembering that
democratic citizenship and productive adulthood begin with standards of conduct and standards for
achievement in our schools.  Other education reforms may work; high standards of conduct and
achievement do work -- and nothing else can work without them.

Recognizing that rights carry responsibilities, we declare that all students and school staff have a right to:
● Schools that are safe, orderly, and drug free.
● Learn and work in school districts and schools that have clear discipline codes with fair and

consistently enforced consequences for misbehavior.
● Learn and work in school districts that have alternative educational placements for violent or

chronically disruptive students.
● Be treated with courtesy and respect.
● Learn and work in school districts, schools, and classrooms that have clearly stated and rigorous

academic standards.
● Learn and work in well-equipped schools that have the instructional materials needed to carry out

a rigorous academic program.
● Learn and work in schools in which teachers know their subject matter and how to teach it.
● Learn and work in school districts, schools, and classrooms in which high grades stand for high

achievement and promotion is earned.
● Learn and work in school districts and schools in which getting a high school diploma means

having the knowledge and skills essential for college or gainful employment.
● Be supported by parents, the community, public officials, and business in their efforts to uphold

high standards of conduct and achievement.
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SUPERINTENDENT’S MESSAGE

Welcome to Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District and the 2021-2022 school year.
This year is full of promise after a challenging school year that we hope is like none other.  We
will continue the work to offer our students an outstanding educational experience in a safe,
positive environment.

This year we will focus on being TIGERStrong.  We will develop the idea of what it means to be
a WMCSD Tiger in the classroom and in extracurricular activities.

We must work diligently to be our best selves for the people we serve and work with and for our
students, families, and colleagues.  Whether you are new to WMCSD or you are one of our
returning faculty/staff members, I want to say that we are so blessed that you have decided to be
a part of this outstanding district.  I hope that you have used your summer to rest and recharge
through time spent with family and friends.  I am sure you have gathered new experiences,
learning, and resources to use in the instruction of your students who are eagerly awaiting the
lessons you will teach them. Thank you for your commitment to teaching and learning.  I look
forward to working with you to have a successful school year.

TIGERStrong,
D�. Teres� Jackso�
Superintendent

Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District Vision Statement
Working together, Moving forward, Creating opportunities

for Student success and Dynamic futures.

Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District Mission Statement
To partner with stakeholders to create a safe, positive learning environment where

students discover their potential and prepare for college, career and life.
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Mrs. Jill White, President
Ms. Nora Dunn, Vice President

Mrs. Brandye Brannon, Secretary
Dr. Katherine Ward Hughes, Member

Mr. Chase DeNoon, Member

CENTRAL OFFICE STAFF

SUPERINTENDENT'S OFFICE (662) 283-3731
Dr. Teresa Jackson, Superintendent

Judy Collins, Administrative Assistant/Board Clerk

SUPPORT SERVICES OFFICES (662) 283-1000
Rana Mitchell, Assistant Superintendent

Nikita Jones-Smith, Curriculum Director/Data Specialist
Rachel Sturdivant, Exceptional Education Case Manager

Lisa Branch, Exceptional Education Transition Coordinator
Betty Forrest, Child Nutrition Director

BUSINESS OFFICE (662) 283-3731
Amanda Gray, Business Manager

Lynea Watson, Accountant
June Mitchell, Accounts Payable

__________________District Secretary - Transportation

DOWNTOWN IN SHOP BUILDING (662) 283-3731
Jeffery Davis, Transportation Director

Warren Brown, ABM Account Manager for WMCSD

IN SCHOOLS
Veronica Helms, Athletic Director - WCTC (662) 283-3601

Wesley King, Technology Director/E-Rate Coordinator - WSS (662) 283-1244
Mac Burrell, School Resource Officer - WSS (662) 283-1244
Britt Goodin, School Resource Officer - WES (662) 283-4129

Atavis Campbell, Safe and Orderly Schools Assistant - WSS (662) 283-1244
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SCHOOLS – PRINCIPALS

Winona Elementary School (PreK-6) Winona Secondary School (7-12)
513 South Applegate Street 301 Fairground Street
(662) 283-4129 (662) 283-1244

Mrs. Tabitha McCrory, Principal Ms. Donna Bishop, Principal
Mr. Stacey Johnson, Assistant Principal Mr. Mike Guttuso, Assistant Principal
Mrs. Tracy Moore, Assistant Principal Mr. Keegan Love, Assistant Principal

Winona Career and Technical Center
300 North Applegate

(662) 283-3601

Mrs. Veronica Helms, Director
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Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District

Mississippi Educator Code of Ethics and Standards of Conduct

Standard 1: Professional Conduct
An educator should demonstrate conduct that follows generally recognized professional standards.
1.1. Ethical conduct includes, but is not limited to, the following:

a. Encouraging and supporting colleagues in developing and maintaining high standards
b. Respecting fellow educators and participating in the development of a professional
teaching environment
c. Engaging in a variety of individual and collaborative learning experiences essential to
professional development designed to promote student learning
d. Providing professional education services in a nondiscriminatory manner
e. Maintaining competence regarding skills, knowledge, and dispositions relating to his/her
organizational position, subject matter and pedagogical practices
f. Maintaining a professional relationship with parents of students and establishing
appropriate communication related to the welfare of their children.

1.2. Unethical conduct includes, but is not limited to, the following:
a. Harassment of colleagues
b. Misuse or mismanagement of tests or test materials
c. Inappropriate language on school grounds or any school-related activity
d. Physical altercations
e. Failure to provide appropriate supervision of students and reasonable disciplinary actions.

Standard 2: Trustworthiness
An educator should exemplify honesty and integrity in the course of professional practice and does
not knowingly engage in deceptive practices regarding official policies of the school district or
educational institution.
2.1. Ethical conduct includes, but is not limited to, the following:

a. Properly representing facts concerning an educational matter in direct or indirect public
expression
b. Advocating for fair and equitable opportunities for all children
c. Embodying for students the characteristics of honesty, diplomacy, tact, and fairness.

2.2. Unethical conduct includes, but is not limited to, the following:
a. Falsifying, misrepresenting, omitting, or erroneously reporting any of the following:

1. employment history, professional qualifications, criminal history,
certification/recertification
2. information submitted to local, state, federal, and/or other governmental agencies
3. information regarding the evaluation of students and/or personnel
4. reasons for absences or leave
5. information submitted in the course of an official inquiry or investigation

b. Falsifying records or directing or coercing others to do so.

Standard 3: Unlawful Acts
An educator shall abide by federal, state, and local laws and statutes and local school board
policies.
3. Unethical conduct includes, but is not limited to, the commission or conviction of a felony or sexual
offense. As used herein, conviction includes a finding or verdict of guilty, or a plea of nolo
contendere, regardless of whether an appeal of the conviction has been sought or a situation where
first offender treatment without adjudication of guilt pursuant to the charge was granted.
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Standard 4: Educator/Student Relationships
An educator should always maintain a professional relationship with all students, both in and outside
the classroom.
4.1. Ethical conduct includes, but is not limited to, the following:

a. Fulfilling the roles of mentor and advocate for students in a professional relationship. A
professional relationship is one where the educator maintains a position of teacher/ student
authority while expressing concern, empathy, and encouragement for students.
b. Nurturing the intellectual, physical, emotional, social and civic potential of all students
c. Providing an environment that does not needlessly expose students to unnecessary
embarrassment or disparagement
d. Creating, supporting, and maintaining a challenging learning environment for all students.

4.2. Unethical conduct includes, but is not limited to the following:
a. Committing any act of child abuse
b. Committing any act of cruelty to children or any act of child endangerment
c. Committing or soliciting any unlawful sexual act
d. Engaging in harassing behavior on the basis of race, gender, national origin, religion or
disability
e. Furnishing tobacco, alcohol, or illegal/unauthorized drugs to any student or allowing a
student to consume alcohol or illegal/unauthorized drugs
f. Soliciting, encouraging, participating or initiating inappropriate written, verbal, electronic,
physical or romantic relationships with students.

Examples of these acts may include but not be limited to:
1. Sexual jokes
2. Sexual remarks
3. Sexual kidding or teasing
4. Sexual innuendo
5. Pressure for dates or sexual favors
6. Inappropriate touching, fondling, kissing or grabbing
7. Rape
8. Threats of physical harm
9. Sexual assault
10. Electronic communication such as texting
11. Invitation to social networking
12. Remarks about a student’s body
13. Consensual sex.

Standard 5: Educator/Collegial Relationships
An educator should always maintain a professional relationship with colleagues, both in and outside
the classroom.
5. Unethical conduct includes but is not limited to the following:

a. Revealing confidential health or personnel information concerning colleagues unless
disclosure serves lawful professional purposes or is required by law
b. Harming others by knowingly making false statements about a colleague or the school
system
c. Interfering with a colleague’s exercise of political, professional, or citizenship rights and
responsibilities
d. Discriminating against or coercing a colleague on the basis of race, religion, national
origin, age, sex, disability or family status
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e. Using coercive means or promise of special treatment in order to influence professional
decisions of colleagues.

Standard 6: Alcohol, Drug and Tobacco Use or Possession
An educator should refrain from the use of alcohol and/or tobacco during the course of professional
practice and should never use illegal or unauthorized drugs.
6.1. Ethical conduct includes, but is not limited to, the following:

a. Factually representing the dangers of alcohol, tobacco and illegal drug use and abuse to
students during the course of professional practice.

6.2. Unethical conduct includes, but is not limited to, the following:
a. Being under the influence of, possessing, using, or consuming illegal or unauthorized
drugs
b. Being on school premises or at a school-related activity involving students while
documented as being under the influence of, possessing, or consuming alcoholic beverages.
A school-related activity includes but is not limited to, any activity that is sponsored by a
school or a school system or any activity designed to enhance the school curriculum such as
club trips, etc. which involve students.
c. Being on school premises or at a school-related activity involving students while
documented using tobacco.

Standard 7: Public Funds and Property
An educator shall not knowingly misappropriate, divert, or use funds, personnel, property, or
equipment committed to his or her charge for personal gain or advantage.
7.1. Ethical conduct includes, but is not limited to, the following:

a. Maximizing the positive effect of school funds through judicious use of said funds
b. Modeling for students and colleagues the responsible use of public property.

7.2. Unethical conduct includes, but is not limited to, the following:
a. Knowingly misappropriating, diverting or using funds, personnel, property or equipment
committed to his or her charge for personal gain
b. Failing to account for funds collected from students, parents or any school-related function
c. Submitting fraudulent requests for reimbursement of expenses or for pay
d. Co-mingling public or school-related funds with personal funds or checking accounts
e. Using school property without the approval of the local board of education/governing body.

Standard 8: Remunerative Conduct
An educator should maintain integrity with students, colleagues, parents, patrons, or businesses
when accepting gifts, gratuities, favors, and additional compensation.
8.1. Ethical conduct includes, but is not limited to, the following:

a. Insuring that institutional privileges are not used for personal gain
b. Insuring that school policies or procedures are not impacted by gifts or gratuities from any
person or organization.

8.2. Unethical conduct includes, but is not limited to, the following:
a. Soliciting students or parents of students to purchase equipment, supplies, or services
from the educator or to participate in activities that financially benefit the educator unless
approved by the local governing body
b. Tutoring students assigned to the educator for remuneration unless approved by the local
school board
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c. The educator shall neither accept nor offer gratuities, gifts, or favors that impair
professional judgment or to obtain special advantage. (This standard shall not restrict the
acceptance of gifts or tokens offered and accepted openly from students, parents, or other
persons or organizations in recognition or appreciation of service.)

Standard 9: Maintenance of Confidentiality
An educator shall comply with state and federal laws and local school board policies relating to
confidentiality of student and personnel records, standardized test material, and other information
covered by confidentiality agreements.
9.1. Ethical conduct includes, but is not limited to, the following:

a. Keeping in confidence information about students that has been obtained in the course of
professional service unless disclosure serves a legitimate purpose or is required by law
b. Maintaining diligently the security of standardized test supplies and resources.

9.2. Unethical conduct includes, but is not limited to, the following:
a. Sharing confidential information concerning student academic and disciplinary records,
health and medical information family status/income and assessment/testing results unless
disclosure is required or permitted by law.
b. Violating confidentiality agreements related to standardized testing including copying or
teaching identified test items, publishing or distributing test items or answers, discussing test
items, and violating local school board or state directions for the use of tests
c. Violating other confidentiality agreements required by state or local policy.

Standard 10: Breach of Contract or Abandonment of Employment
An educator should fulfill all of the terms and obligations detailed in the contract with the local school
board or educational agency for the duration of the contract.
10. Unethical conduct includes, but is not limited to, the following:

a. Abandoning the contract for professional services without prior release from the contract
by the school board
b. Refusing to perform services required by the contract.
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ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY FOR STAFF
It is the policy of Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District to: (a) prevent user access over its
computer network to, or transmission of, inappropriate material via Internet, electronic mail, or other
forms of direct electronic communications; (b) prevent unauthorized access and other unlawful online
activity; (c) prevent unauthorized online disclosure, use, or dissemination of personal identification
information of minors; and (d) comply with the Children’s Internet Protection Act [Pub. L. No. 106-554
and 47 USC 254(h)]. Consequently, the Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District adopted an
Internet Safety Policy on May 15, 2012. This policy outlines the district’s role in the education of minors
concerning appropriate online behavior, including interaction with other individuals on social networking
sites and in chat rooms as well as awareness of and response to Cyber bullying.

The computers in the Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District, and the network to which they
are connected, are here to help you to be more effective in your work, to facilitate your communication
with your colleagues, and to put the resources of the Internet at your disposal.  The computers and the
system that they are connected to are personal tools. At the same time, the computers and the computer
network were purchased and are maintained by the Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District.
Therefore, the District has some responsibilities (legal, practical, and moral) that it must address.

If you are using the Internet or District network the District does have a reasonable expectation that you
will comply with the expectations for Internet set forth in the following policy.  The District does not have
the time nor interest in checking anyone’s mail or Internet log, but as a practical and legal matter the
District must retain the right to do so if circumstances warrant.

Computers and Software:
Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District computers will be installed and maintained ONLY by
authorized staff.  Only the District Technology Coordinator can authorize the installation or maintenance
of either hardware or software on the District computers and computer network.

1. Many individuals have software, which they might like to install on their computers to enhance
their productivity.  However, the District has an obligation to ensure that software on its
computers is being used in accordance with that software’s license, and to ensure that the
software installed, as well as, the method of installation does not create difficulties on the
individual computer or on the District network. Staff members who wish to have a particular
piece of software installed must certify that they are using the software according to license and
must register the license information with the network administrator.

a. Games and other software not related to the mission of the Winona-Montgomery
Consolidated School District will not be installed on Winona-Montgomery Consolidated
School District equipment.

b. Upgrading to another computer does not carry with it the right to ‘migrate’ software to
that computer unless that software is wiped clean from the original computer.

The District Network Administrator has the capacity to survey individual computers through
remote access and will remove programs that have not been authorized for installation.

2. Any password protection, whether at the system level or the program level, must be registered
with the network administrator.  The District needs the ability to access its own equipment.  Care
must be taken to ensure that students or other unauthorized individuals cannot change passwords.
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A screen saver, which can be password protected, SHOULD NOT be password protected to
prevent an unanticipated lockout.

3. Screensavers, sound events, wallpaper and other system additions represent the individual as well
as the Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District when installed on equipment owned by
the District.  These should not be sexually suggestive or demeaning to individuals or groups.  If
any material should not be displayed in a classroom or in an office because of legal, ethical, or
social rules, then this material should not be displayed on computers in a classroom or in an
office.

LAN, WAN and Internet:
The Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District strongly believes in the educational value of the
Internet and recognizes its potential to support the curriculum.  The District’s goal in providing access to
the Internet is to promote educational excellence by facilitating research, innovation, communication, and
business efficiency.  Access to the Internet is provided by a local area network.  The District reserves the
right to block access to certain Internet sites.

Guidelines for use of the District network services include:
A. Understanding that all the rules of conduct described in the Winona-Montgomery

Consolidated School District Policies and Procedure Guide apply during use of the network
B. Understanding that assigned accounts will be used in support of the educational goals and

objectives of the District and will not be used for inappropriate activities such as follows:
1. Excessive personal use of e-mail, chat rooms, and file transfer
2. Use of the Internet for personal financial gain including commercial advertising
3. Use of the network for political activities
4. Receipt of messages addressed to someone else or sending a message under someone

else’s name
5. Transmittal of requests and receipt of materials inconsistent with the mission and

values of the Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District
6. Transmittal of messages disclosing sensitive, confidential, restricted, non-public or

proprietary information over the online system
7. Attempts to breach network security or transmit viruses
8. Use of network communications for sexual or other forms of harassment
9. Transmittal of jokes that are off-color through email

C. Use of language appropriate for a public system in all communications
D. Respect of copyrighted materials including but not limited to email, text, program, image,

database, sound, and music files
E. Respect of software licensing of material received through the Winona-Montgomery

Consolidated School District
F. Understanding that there is no presumption of privacy for material stored, sent, received, or

accessed through public funded computers and networks and that any such material can be
monitored or spot-checked to ensure compliance with District policies

G. Understanding that legally any document pertaining to the public business on a publicly
funded system is a public record

H. Understanding that there will be no downloading/installing of any computer software or files
without proper authorization from the Technology Coordinator
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I. Understanding that there will be no playing games or listening to music over the internet that
is not deemed educational.

Responsibility for Student Use
All staff members will promote the guidelines of the Student Acceptable Use Policy for computers and
computer networks.  Staff members will instruct students in acceptable use of the computers, the Internet
resources, and proper network etiquette.  While students are under their supervision, each staff member
will be held responsible for student use of the computers and computer network.

Web Pages
A web page published on the World Wide Web reflects upon the web page author as well as the school
district.  For this reason, the Superintendent must approve all web pages before being published.

Sanctions
Individuals who violate the terms of the Acceptable Use Policy for Staff will be subject to a series of
sanctions including the installation of a restrictive lock-down on their classroom workstations and
restriction or revocation of District Network and Internet e-mail and Web privileges.  Disciplinary
sanctions may include termination and/or non-renewal of employment as described in the
Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District Policy and Procedures Guide.  These sanctions are to
legally protect the District and to ensure that individual systems, as well as the network, function properly
and are used appropriately.

ATTENDANCE (STUDENTS PreK-12)
Attendance Report
In accordance with Board policy, teachers must check the roll at the beginning of each class session and
enter correct information into SAMs.  House Bill 1530, Mississippi Compulsory School Attendance Law,
took effect on July 1, 2013. This legislation sets a standardized definition of a school day across the state.
Under the law, students must be in school for at least 63 percent of the instructional day to be considered
present for calculations under the Mississippi Adequate Education Program (MAEP).

According to HB 1530, school day means not less than five (5) and not more than eight (8) hours of actual
teaching in which both teachers and pupils are in regular attendance for scheduled schoolwork. Recess
and lunch periods are not counted. If a student is absent more than thirty-seven percent (37%) of the
instructional day, the child must be counted absent the entire school day.

Elementary School - An absentee report will be completed on SAMs by 8:00 each day.  All tardy notes
and excuses are to be sent to the office by 8:00 each day.

Secondary School - Absences are recorded on SAMs during the first three minutes of each class period.

ACTIVEPARENT
ActiveParent is a great tool for both teachers and parents.  Each building principal will provide teachers
with requirements for entering grades.  Teachers will put grades in SAMS every few days.  Parents should
be able to monitor student progress by viewing grades in the ActiveParent program in a timely manner.
When entering grades, it is imperative that the teacher label each grade with the date, a clear description
of the assignment, and the category.
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ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE
All school personnel are required to check in upon arrival at school and out upon departure.  Each
individual must clock himself or herself in and out. Procedures for clocking in and out are specific to
each school.

BULLYING/CYBER BULLYING
The Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District does not condone and will not tolerate bullying or
harassing behavior. Bullying or harassing behavior is any pattern of gestures or written, electronic, or
verbal communications; or any physical act or any threatening communication; or any act reasonably
perceived as being motivated by any actual or perceived differentiating characteristic that (a) places a
student or school employee in actual and reasonable fear of harm to his or her person or damage to his or
her property, or (b) creates or is certain to create a hostile environment by substantially interfering with or
impairing a student's educational performance, opportunities or benefits. A "hostile environment" means
that the victim subjectively views the conduct as bullying or harassing behavior and the conduct is
objectively severe or pervasive enough that a reasonable person would agree that it is bullying or
harassing behavior. Bullying or harassing behavior will not be condoned or tolerated when it takes place
on school property; at any school-sponsored function; on a school bus; or when it takes place off school
property when such conduct, in the determination of the school superintendent or principal, renders the
offending person’s presence in the classroom a disruption to the educational environment of the school or
a detriment to the best interest and welfare of the pupils and teacher of such class as a whole.

The Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District will make every reasonable effort to ensure that
no student or school employee is subjected to bullying or harassing behavior by other school employees
or students. Likewise, the District will make every reasonable effort to ensure that no person engages in
any act of reprisal or retaliation against a victim, witness, or a person with reliable information about an
act of bullying or harassing behavior. The District encourages anyone who has witnessed or has reliable
information that a student or school employee has been subject to any act of bullying or harassing
behavior to report the incident to the appropriate school official.

The School Board directs the superintendent or his/her designee to design and implement procedures for
reporting, investigating, and addressing bullying and harassing behaviors. The procedures should be
appropriately placed in District personnel policy handbooks, school handbooks that include discipline
policies and procedures, and any other policy or procedure that deals with student or employee behavior.
The discipline policies and procedures must recognize the fundamental right of every student to take
“reasonable actions” as may be necessary to defend himself or herself from an attack by another student
who has evidenced menacing or threatening behavior through bullying or harassment. Furthermore, the
Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District defines “reasonable action” as promptly reporting the
behavior to a teacher, principal, counselor, or other school employee when subjected to bullying or
harassing behavior.
The Board approves of the following disciplinary measures for use in the District for those students
violating the District's student code of conduct: corporal punishment; denial of participation in special or
extracurricular school activities (this does not include “recess”); before or after school detention;
alternative school placement; disciplinary contractual arrangements; out-of-school suspension; in-school
detention; expulsion; revocation of school bus riding privileges; and/or disciplinary probation.

The District’s administrators may also take disciplinary action against a student for off-campus conduct
occurring at any time that would have a detrimental impact on school discipline, the educational
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environment, or the welfare of the students and/or staff including, but not limited to, cyber-bullying,
defamation, intimidation, or other threatening behavior.

Cyber-bullying
“Cyber-bullying” includes, but is not limited to, the following misuses of technology: harassing, teasing,
intimidating, threatening, or terrorizing another person by sending or posting inappropriate and hurtful
e-mail messages, instant messages, text messages, digital pictures or images, or Web site postings,
including blogs through the District’s computer network and the Internet, whether accessed on campus or
off campus, during or after school hours. In the situation that cyber- bullying originated from a non-school
computer, but through just cause was brought to the attention of school officials, any disciplinary actions
shall be based on whether the conduct is determined to be disruptive of the educational environment or a
detriment to students and staff. Administration may, in its discretion, contact law enforcement or other
appropriate authorities.

A student who has committed a criminal act while off campus and whose presence on campus could cause
a disruption to the educational environment or be a detriment to students and staff is subject to
disciplinary action up to and including expulsion.

Such criminal acts may include, but are not limited to, a felony or an act that would be considered a
felony, if committed by an adult, an assault or battery, drug law violations, or sexual misconduct. Any
disciplinary action pursued by the District shall be in accordance with the student’s appropriate due
process rights.

The Superintendent and District's administrators shall develop the appropriate procedures dealing with
student conduct and shall communicate this plan to students and parents/guardians. The plan may include
the use of the District's administrators, teachers, counselors, social workers, psychologists, and and/or
arrangement of such services with other units of state government.

All employees are responsible for the regulation of student conduct.

CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECKS
SENATE BILL 2658 requires criminal background checks for new public school licensed and
non-licensed employees.

● Licensed and non-licensed public-school employees, not previously employed prior to July 1,
2000, must have on file a criminal record background check and current child abuse registry
check. At your initial employment, the process includes fingerprinting and the FBI national
criminal history record check. Any employment contract executed by the superintendent shall be
voidable if the new hire receives a disqualifying criminal record check.

● The cost of the background check shall be paid by the applicant and shall not exceed $50. As a
condition of your employment with Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District, the $50
fee will be deducted from the first employee’s payroll check after the initial
background/fingerprinting is completed. The school board in its discretion may pay the fee.

● A history of certain felony convictions shall disqualify an applicant from employment. The
process does allow the board to consider mitigating circumstances that would demonstrate the
ability of the person to perform responsibly and competently and that the person does not pose a
threat to the children at the school.
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● No school district or school district employee shall be liable in any discrimination suit in which
allegations of discrimination are made regarding employment decisions authorized by this bill.

● The information obtained as part of the background check shall not be disseminated for any
purpose other than as required by this bill.

● The superintendent may use the criminal background check process in investigating and taking
employment action against licensed and non-licensed employees.

● The definition of “employee” under the Sex Offender Criminal History Record Information Act is
amended to delete the provision that the SDE is considered the employer of any certified
personnel employed by a public or private elementary or secondary school.

● Background checks/fingerprinting are completed on all Winona-Montgomery Consolidated
School District Employees.

● NOTICE: Federal law requires all employers to verify the identity and employment eligibility of
all persons hired to work in the United States.

● E-VERIFY
Upon the district’s formation July 1, 2018, Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District
began participation in E-Verify. The District provides the Social Security Administration (SSA)
and, if necessary, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) with information from each new
employee’s Form I-9 to confirm work authorization.

CARE OF ROOMS
Classrooms are expected to be kept orderly and organized. Care should be taken to see that each class
leaves the classroom in a neat and clean condition. When the teacher and students are out of the room,
the room lights are to be off and the door is to be locked.  Any structural or painting projects must be
pre-approved by the building principal.

CERTIFICATION
The purpose of professional development for certificate renewal is individual growth and enhancement.
The individual is responsible for selecting and monitoring his/her professional development program for
certificate renewal. Within each five-year cycle, an individual must complete the following to renew
his/her certification:

Bachelor’s degree or equivalent
- Ten (10) continuing education units (CEU’s) in content or job/skill related area or
- Three semester hours in content or in job/skill* related area,

and
- Five (5) continuing education units (CEUs) in content or job/skill related area, or
- Six (6) semester hours in content or job/skill related area

or
- Completion of the National Board of Professional Teaching Standards process
Master’s degree and above

- Three (3) semester hours in content or job/skill* related area
or

- Five (5) continuing education units (CEUs) in content or job/skill related area.
or

- Completion of the National Board of Professional Teaching Standards process
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For complete information regarding teacher licensure, visit the Mississippi Department of Education
website at http://www.mde.k12.ms.us/educator-licensure.

CHANGE OF CLASS LOCATION
If there is any change in the location of a class, temporary or permanent, the principal or his/her designee
must be notified.

CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT
Any school employee who has reason to suspect physical or sexual abuse or neglect of a student has a
legal obligation to report such abuse or neglect to the Department of Human Services.  Personnel should
make such reports through the school principal.  Such report shall contain the names and addresses of the
child and his parents or other persons responsible for his care, if known, the child’s age, the nature and
extent of the child’s injuries, including any evidence of previous injuries and any other information that
might be helpful in establishing the cause of the injury and the identity of the perpetrator.
Miss Code Ann. Section 43-21-353

CONFIDENTIALITY
It is against school policy for any faculty members to notify parents when DHS visits the school.  Only
the principal or counselor has the legal authority to notify parents.  Appropriate action will be taken if
someone other than the principal notifies any parent when DHS visits.

COMMUNICATION
Teacher Mailboxes
Each employee is provided a mailbox in a convenient location in the school.  Your mailbox and electronic
mailbox should be checked frequently and messages, memorandums, etc. should be removed promptly.
Mailboxes should not be used as storage areas.  Students are not to pick up teachers’ mail.

School Memorandums
Memorandums are sent as needed.  It is expected that staff members will carefully read these immediately
upon receipt and take appropriate action.  Email will be used regularly for communication with faculty.
Please check your email before and after school each day and during your conference and planning time.

Staff-to-Staff
To facilitate effective and efficient communication among employees, requests, suggestions, etc. should
be made in writing.  No messages or memorandums should be sent out by staff members.  All mass
mailings must be approved by the building principal.

Staff to Parents
Staff should contact parents through SchoolStatus Communication, Classroom Dojo, or group messaging
applications such as Remind or GroupMe.  All telephone calls will go through SchoolStatus
Communication.  No communication will be allowed through instant messengers or social media
applications, such as Facebook Messenger, SnapChat, etc.  Teachers and staff should only contact parents
before and after school and during time assigned for conference and planning.
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CORPORAL PUNISHMENT
The WMCSD Board authorizes reasonable corporal punishment as a disciplinary measure in order to
preserve an effective educational environment that is free from disruption and is conducive to furthering
the educational mission of the board.  The administration shall establish and enforce rules and regulations
governing the administration of corporal punishment that are consistent with the following requirements:

1. School personnel is prohibited from using corporal punishment on any student with a disability.
A student with a disability is any student who has an IEP or Section 504 plan.

2. Corporal punishment shall be administered only after less stringent measures such as PBIS
strategies, assertive discipline, counseling, parent conferences, and other forms of discipline have
failed to produce the desired results, unless the conduct of a student is of such an extreme nature
that corporal punishment is the only reasonable form of discipline under the circumstances.

3. Any corporal punishment shall be reasonable and moderate and may not be administered
maliciously or for the purpose of revenge.  Such factors as the size, age, and condition of the
student; the type of instrument to be used; the amount of force to be used; and, the part of the
body to be struck shall be considered before administering any corporal punishment.

4. Corporal punishment may only be administered by the school principal or assistant principal.
5. When corporal punishment is administered, it shall be done in the presence of another district

employee and shall take place in the principal’s office or other place that is out of view of other
students.

6. A record of each administration of corporal punishment must be completed by the administrator
and a copy placed on file.

7. Corporal punishment should be administered to a student only once during a school day.  No
more than three licks should be given.

8. Leaving bruises or marks twenty-four hours old on children constitutes child abuse.  Caution
should be used when resorting to corporal punishment.

Written requests from parents that alternatives to corporal punishment be used with their children will be
honored.  A public school teacher, assistant teacher, principal, assistant principal, or other school
personnel shall not be granted immunity from liability for the use of corporal punishment on a student
with a disability.

CRISIS MANAGEMENT PLAN
A copy of the Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District Crisis Management Plan is available at
the Superintendent’s Office located at 218 Fairground Street and a copy is on file in each principal’s office
for review.

CUSTODIAL AND MAINTENANCE REQUESTS
Custodial and maintenance staff members are under the direction of GCA.  Work requests must be sent to
the person in your building responsible for entering work orders.  Once entered, work orders must be
approved by a building level administrator.  Staff members are not to verbally request work be completed
by a GCA employee.  The work order system allows GCA and WMCSD to track the use of resources.

DISCIPLINE
Teachers have the duty to enforce rules, regulations, policies, etc. that are stated in the student handbook.
Teachers do not have the privilege or the right to disregard policy as stated in the Student Handbook or
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the Teacher Handbook.  Teachers who flagrantly disregard school policy because they personally disagree
with the policy will be considered as insubordinate and reprimanded accordingly.

DISMISSAL OF STUDENTS FROM CLASSES
Dismissal of students from classes is the responsibility of each teacher, not the bell.  Students should not
jump up and leave a class when the bell rings, but they should wait for the teacher to dismiss the class. It
is expected that all teachers will strictly enforce this policy.  It is also expected that teachers will manage
classes so that classes may be dismissed efficiently and effectively when the bell rings.

DRESS AND GROOMING
It is important that school personnel dress as professional adults and set the “tone” of dress at the school.
The school district has a dress code for students, and it is expected that teachers will never violate these
regulations.  In addition, jeans (including colored jeans), shorts, athletic wear, etc. are not appropriate for
school personnel for general school dress.  If approved by the principal in advance, blue jeans, shorts,
athletic wear etc. may be worn by teachers during activities such as special events, fundraisers, physical
education, etc.
The following guidelines are stressed:

1. No tank tops or muscle shirts will be worn on school property.
2. Skirts and dresses should be close to the knee in length.
3. No athletic wear such as leggings, wind suits, velour suits, joggins suits, or similar clothing.
4. Leggings (not athletic type) may be worn with dresses only.  Leggings with shirts are not

acceptable.
5. Pants may not have holes in them.

DRUG AND TOBACCO USE
It is the policy of Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District to maintain a drug and tobacco free
workplace.  In accordance with Public Law 100-690, the Drug Free Workplace Act of 1988 and Public
Law 101-647, the Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act of 1986, the Winona-Montgomery
Consolidated School District school employees are absolutely prohibited from carrying, possessing in any
manner, using or selling morphine, marijuana, cocaine, opium, heroin or their derivatives or compounds,
drugs commonly called LSD, “pep” pills, tranquilizers, or any other narcotic drug, barbiturate, substance
ingredient or compound which, when taken orally, intravenously, inhaled or in any other manner, may
cause the person to be under the influence thereof. Employees are also prohibited from carrying,
possessing in any manner, using or selling any other controlled substance regulated by law.  Employees
are also prohibited from using or selling tobacco in any form in the workplace.

“Workplace” is defined to mean the following:  any school building or school property or other school
premises; any school-owned vehicle or any other school approved vehicle used to transport students to
and from school or school activities; off school property during any school-sponsored or school-approved
activity, event, or function, such as a field trip or athletic event, where students are under the jurisdiction
of the school district.

The provisions of this policy shall not apply to any employees who are under the care of a licensed
physician and who are taking medication under the supervision and direction of such physician.  With
regard to prescription medication, no limitation of service will occur unless medication alters the
employee’s ability to work safely and productively.
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The provisions of this policy shall apply to all employees during all of the period of time they are on the
job, on the premises, participating in any Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District activity or
otherwise under and subject to the jurisdiction of this school district or when such conduct does or may
threaten to interfere with or disrupt the educational process or pose a threat to the safety of the employee,
the students, or others.
Any employee violating any of the provisions of this policy shall be automatically suspended and
recommended for termination by the supervisor of the school or program in which the staff member is
employed.  Any employee violating any of the provisions of this policy shall also be referred to the local
law officials for prosecution.  The suspension shall be effective immediately subject to the procedures of
due process.

Any employee who is charged with “driving under the influence” possession of a controlled substance,
etc., either on or off school property will be suspended without pay until the matter is resolved, if his or
her presence in the workplace is likely to be disruptive to the educational process.

This policy is for the protection of the students and employees of this school district and their general
welfare.  Nothing herein contained shall be construed to avoid any prosecution under any pertinent
criminal statute of the State of Mississippi or the United States.

Employees who suffer from the problems of alcoholism or other drug abuse must recognize that it is their
responsibility to address these problems.  Upon request by the employee for assistance with a substance
abuse problem, the School Superintendent will advise the employee of leave, insurance benefits, and
available treatment resources.

It is the employee’s obligation to seek diagnosis and/or treatment and to abide by any program of care
prescribed by medical personnel.  A request for assistance may not be entertained if it is made after the
employee engages in misconduct which the District Superintendent considers to be cause for discharge,
and no request for assistance will prevent the Superintendent from taking disciplinary action based on the
misconduct which may have been related to the employee’s use of alcohol or other drugs.

Information concerning the available drug and alcohol counseling and rehabilitation and re-entry
programs that are available to employees may be obtained from the Superintendent.

The School District will not maintain the employment of anyone who constitutes a threat to the workplace
or whose current use of alcohol or other drugs prevents him/her from working safely or productively, or
otherwise performing his/her duties.

Employees of Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District are subject to random testing for
alcohol and controlled substances.  Any employee found in violation of this policy through testing
positive for alcohol or other drugs or otherwise will be subject to termination.  In addition, State law
mandates that a violator cannot continue to hold certification as an educator and Federal regulations
mandate that a violator cannot drive a commercial motor vehicle until the individual has been evaluated
by a Substance Abuse Professional, has successfully completed any treatment or rehabilitation
recommended by the Substance Abuse professional, and has successfully passed a return to duty drug test,
as well as any periodic follow-up tests recommended by the  Substance Abuse Professional.  If the policy
is violated, the employee will be permanently terminated.
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Drug abuse in the workplace is extremely dangerous to the violator, the students, and fellow employees.
It is strongly recommended that employees never abuse drugs, but employees must not abuse drugs while
at work for Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District.  It is the duty of every employee to report
anyone that violates this rule.  The Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District is committed to
maintaining a drug and tobacco free workplace.

Pro Children Act of 1994
No person shall be permitted to smoke or use smokeless tobacco in any workplace that provides services
to children who have not attained the age of eighteen; these services include routine or regular
kindergarten, elementary or secondary education, library services, health services, or day care services.

Any person subject to such prohibition who commits such violation may be liable to the United States for
a civil penalty in an amount not to exceed $1,000 for each violation or subject to immediate termination
of employment or both.  Each day a violation continues shall constitute a separate violation.

Legal Ref.: 103-227, Goals 2000 Educate America Act

Mississippi Law/Sale of Tobacco to Minors
No persons shall be permitted to sell, barter, deliver, or give any cigar or cigars, cigarette or cigarettes,
smoking tobacco, or smokeless tobacco to any child under the age of eighteen years.  Any person who
commits such a violation shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction shall be fined not less than
twenty dollars nor more than one hundred dollars or imprisoned in the county jail not less than one week
nor more than three months, or both.  School district personnel shall report such violators to the legal
authorities; and, failure to make such report may result in termination of employment and/or revocation of
teaching certificate.

97-5-25 Tobacco - sale or gift to child prohibited

Failure on the part of any school employee to observe any part of this policy on illegal drugs and tobacco
is grounds for the employee’s immediate dismissal.

Adult tobacco use on educational property
No persons shall use any tobacco product including electronic cigarettes or any vaping device on any
educational property.  Educational property means any public-school building or bus, public school
campus, grounds, recreational area, athletic field, or other property owned, used, or operated by any local
school board, school, or directors for the administration of any public educational institution or during a
school-related activity.  Any adult who violates this section shall be subject to a fine and shall be liable as
follows:  a) for a first conviction, a warning; b) for a second conviction, a fine of seventy-five Dollars
($75.00); c) for all subsequent convictions, a fine not to exceed one hundred fifty dollars ($150.00) shall
be imposed.

A law enforcement officer shall issue any adult found in violation of this section a citation.
MS Code, Sect. 97-32 MS Adult Tobacco Use on Ed. Prop. Act of 2000

EMPLOYEE ABSENCES
If it is necessary for an employee to be absent, as much advance notice as possible should be given.
Unexpected illness or other emergencies should be reported to the principal no later than 6:30 a.m. on the
day of the absence.  In all cases, the employee must personally contact his/her immediate supervisor and
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explain the need to be absent.  Employee absentee forms (see Appendix) must be completed and turned in
to your principal the first day back to work.

If a teacher knows in advance that he/she will be absent on a given day, the lesson plans should be printed
ahead of time for the substitute.  In case of an emergency, contact the school office and the secretary will
print a copy for the substitute.  Lesson plans for the absence should be left on the teacher’s desk or
delivered to the principal’s office no later than 7:15 a.m. on the day of the absence.
If a teacher is absent on a day when he or she has duty it is the responsibility of the teacher to make
arrangements with another teacher to swap duty for the day of absence.

EXTENDED ABSENCES
Absences from school (other than personal illness, death in the family, and family emergencies) that
extend beyond the two designated personal days must first have approval by the principal and
superintendent.  Since personal absences are not the financial responsibility of the school district, the
approved absences will be the financial responsibility of the school employee.

ENERGY CONSERVATION
Energy costs continue to rise each year.  In order to maintain a reasonable budget for utilities,
Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District will implement the following energy conservation
plan. Each employee will be responsible for the thermostats, lights, and computers in his/her assigned
area.
Thermostats

● Turn air conditioner to 85 degrees or heat to 55 degrees at the end of the day.
● Keep classroom doors closed during the day.
● Signage will be posted near each thermostat.

Lights
● Turn off lights if no one is in the office or classroom for 15 minutes.
● Turn off lights at the end of the day.

Computers
● All computers should be in “sleep” mode after 10 minutes during the day unless it is connected to

an interactive white board.
● All computers and monitors should be turned off at the end of each day.

All personal appliances (microwaves, refrigerators, etc.) and machines not being used for extended school
programs must be unplugged during ALL breaks including Thanksgiving holidays, Christmas holidays,
spring holidays and summer.  Refrigerators should be cleaned out and doors left open.

A “shut down list” will be provided to each employee for the office, classroom, or area assigned to
him/her prior to each break.  The employee will be responsible for completing and submitting the
shutdown list to the building principal before leaving on the last day of school before the break.

EVALUATION OF TEACHERS
The Mississippi Educator and Administrator Professional Growth System is designed to improve student
achievement by providing teachers and administrators with clear, specific, actionable, and timely
feedback to inform continuous improvement.
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Walk-through (informal) Observations:  A minimum of two walk-through observations are required.
Best practice is five walk-through observations. Principals may use more for new teachers and teachers in
need of improvement.
Formal Observations and Conferences:  One formal observation with post-conference is required.  Best
practice is two formal observations with post-observation conferences.  Pre-observation conferences are
highly recommended especially for new teachers and teachers in need of improvement.  One formal
observation is acceptable for veteran teachers with excellent accountability results over a period of time.
Length of Formal Observation:  Best practice is to observe from bell-to-bell or entire length of lesson.
No formal observation shall be less than 30 minutes.
Review of Artifacts:  WMCSD shall require the week of lesson plans associated with the observation, as
well as, the formative assessment associated with the formal observation.
Additional Information:

● Resources, videos, and updates are on the webpage at
http://mdek12.org/OTC/professional-growth-system.

● For more information, please contact Tarance Hart at 601-359-3631 or profgrowth@mdek12.org.

EVALUATION OF PRINCIPALS AND ASSISTANT PRINCIPALS
Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District will use the Mississippi Educator and Administrator
Professional Growth System to evaluate principals and assistant principals.

EXTRA DUTY FOR PERSONNEL
Certified staff must perform routine duty such as hall duty, playground duty, lunch duty, morning duty,
bus duty, etc.  Employees also must help with sports events, graduation, and other school activities. It is
expected that employees will be at their assigned duty and be alert and attentive to their responsibilities.

Teachers are expected to serve as sponsors of student clubs and other extracurricular activities and to
attend extracurricular activities and school events.

FACULTY AND STAFF ABSENCE FROM BUILDING
School personnel should not leave campus during the school day for any reason without signing out in the
office and notifying his/her immediate supervisor. Failure to do so will be considered insubordination and
teacher/staff will be reprimanded accordingly.

The principal or his/her designee shall record each instance of negligence of this policy, and a copy of the
record will be placed in the teacher’s personnel folder in the school.

FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE ACT (FMLA)
Due to the complexity of the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA) and because it involves consideration of
the Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District's leaves and absences policy and your practices,
along with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), the
Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) and parts of the Internal Revenue Code
relating to group health plans and cafeteria plans, all federal anti-discrimination laws and applicable state
laws, it is not practical to attempt development of a detailed policy for the administration of the FMLA. 
Each request for leave must be evaluated individually due to myriad combinations of circumstances and
medical conditions one may have to consider. Please see the Family and Medical Leave Request Form
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(See Appendix). The Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District attorney will be consulted when
there is uncertainty.

I.  GENERAL
A. Definitions

1. “Eligible employee" means one who is employed at a school facility where at least 50 persons
are employed, either there or within a 75 mile radius of that school facility as measured by road
miles by the shortest route possible; and who has been employed for at least 12 months by the
school district as of the date leave commences, and who has also provided at least 1250 hours
of service during that 12 month period.  Fifty-two (52) weeks of casual, intermittent or
occasional employment qualifies as "at least 12 months". Winona-Montgomery Consolidated
School District employees exempt from FLSA requirements are presumed to have worked 1250
hours.

2.  Employee's spouse means husband or wife as defined by Mississippi Law.
3.  Employee's son or daughter means biological child, adopted child or foster child, legal ward or

the child for whom the employee is standing in loco parentis who is either under the age of 18
or above the age of 18 and incapable of self-care because of a mental or physical disability.

4.  Employee's parent means biological parent or an individual who stood (or now stands) in loco
parentis to an employee when the employee was a child (not to include parents-in-law).

5.  Employee's immediate family member means spouse, son or daughter, or parent as defined
hereinabove.

6.  For the purposes of FMLA, "serious health condition" means an illness, injury, impairment or
physical or mental condition that involves either in-patient care (overnight stay) in a hospital,
hospice or residential medical care facility or continuing treatment by a health care provider.*

B. Leave Provisions
1. An eligible employee is entitled to 12 unpaid work weeks of leave during any 12 month period

for any one or more of the following reasons:
a. The birth of a son or daughter and to care for the newborn child (within 12 months of the

birth).
b. The placement of a child with the employee for adoption or foster care (within 12 months of

the placement).
c. To care for the employee's spouse, son, daughter, or parent with a serious health condition

(not parent "in-law").
d. Because of the employee's own serious health condition which makes the employee unable to

perform the function of his/her job.
2.  12 Month Period

a. The 12 month period measured forward from the beginning date of the employee's FMLA
leave.

b. Husband and wife employees have a 12 week aggregate leave limit except for personal
illness or the illness of a child or the other spouse; that is, if each spouse took 6 weeks of
leave for the birth of a child, each could later use an additional 6 weeks due to personal
illness or to care for a sick child.

c. Brother and sister employees would have an aggregate limit of 12 weeks to care for their
parent.

d. Special rules apply to Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District which allows it to
require eligible instructional personnel only to take FMLA leave on an intermittent or
reduced leave schedule, or to take leave near the end of a semester.  Instructional employees
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are only those employees whose principal function is to teach and instruct students in a
class, small group or individual setting.  Instructional employees include teachers, teacher
aides and assistant teachers who actually teach, coaches, driver's ed instructors and special
ed assistants such as signers. All other eligible employees may request intermittent leave or
leave on a reduced leave schedule to care for a family member or for the employee's own
serious health condition.*

C. Notice Requirement
1.  Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District employees must provide this district at least

30 days advance notice before FMLA leave is to begin if the need for the leave is foreseeable
based on an expected birth, placement for adoption or foster care or planned medical treatment
for a serious health condition of the employee or family member.

2.  Due to lack of knowledge or a medical emergency, notice must be given as soon as is
practicable, which means as soon as both practical and possible or at least verbally within 1 or 2
working days when the need for leave becomes known to the employee (followed by written
notice).

3.  Failure to give 30 days’ notice for foreseeable leave may result in the denial of the taking of
FMLA leave until at least 30 days after the date the employee provides notice.

II. REQUIRED CERTIFICATION
A.  Eligible employees shall provide the superintendent certification of a serious health condition for

his/her own serious health condition or that of a family member.  The certification, to be signed
by the health care provider, shall be attached to the required written notice or submitted in a
timely manner which shall be no more than three (3) working days after providing written notice. 
No leave period may begin without the approval of the superintendent.  No approval shall be
granted by the superintendent without the required written notice and certificate.

B.  The certification is to include the following:
1.  The date on which the serious health condition in question began.
2.  The probable duration of the condition.
3.  Appropriate medical facts regarding the condition.
4.  A statement that the employee is needed to care for a spouse, parent or child (along with an

estimate of the time required) or that the employee is unable to perform his/her functions, and,
in the case of intermittent leave, the duration of treatment to be given.

5. Signature of health care provider. 
C.  The school district may require that a second opinion be obtained at the school district's expense.

The second opinion may not be provided by a health care provider employed by this school
district.  In the event of conflicting opinions, the school district may pay for a third and final
provider to offer a binding decision.

D.  The Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District may require subsequent written
re-certification on a reasonable basis.

III. EMPLOYMENT BENEFITS PROTECTION
A.  An employee who completes a period of leave and has complied fully with the terms of this

policy shall be returned either to the same position he/she had before the taking of leave or to a
position which is genuinely equivalent (as compared to a comparable or similar job) in pay,
benefits, and other terms and condition employment.

B.  Taking of leave shall not result in the loss of any previously accrued seniority or employment
benefits.  Except for health benefits, no other benefits will accrue during the leave period.
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C.  The school district may be exempt from the restoration requirement in paragraph A above a key
employee who is in the highest paid 10 percent of this district's workforce within a 75 mile
radius of the school facility if restoring the key employee would cause substantial and grievous
injury to the classroom and instructional program.*

D.  The school district shall notify the key employee of its intent not to restore him/her at the time of
the request for leave or when the determination is made.  If the leave has begun, the key
employee shall have the option of deciding whether or not to return to work after receiving the
notice.  An employee who is not restored shall be considered to be on leave for the duration of
his/her leave period.*

E.  Health benefits shall continue through an employee's leave period, even for key employees who
have been notified that reinstatement will be denied. The school district shall recover health
coverage premiums paid for an employee who fails to return from leave except as follows:
1.  No recovery will be made from a key employee who has chosen to take or continue leave

after receiving notice of non-reinstatement.
2.  No recovery will be made from an employee who fails to return from leave if the reason is

the continuation, recurrence, or onset of a serious health condition, or something else beyond
the employee's control, all of which is subject to the certification requirement in Section II,
above.

*For additional information refer to the Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District Board Policy
GBRIA or contact Mrs. Amanda Gray in the WMCSD Central Office at 662-283-3731.

FIELD TRIPS AND RESOURCE PERSONS
Resources within the immediate community and from outside the community, which can reasonably be
made available for instruction, may be used in accomplishing educational purposes.

All field trips must:
● Be well planned and relate to the instructional management plan.
● Have written lesson plans that indicate how the activity relates to course objectives and will

enhance instruction.
● Not exclude any students, since it is a learning experience tied to course objectives.
● Be scheduled through the school office and have the prior approval of the principal.
● Occur during school hours and be completed before March 1st.  The principal may request

exceptions.

Chaperones for the trip should not be teachers because of interruption of instruction.  Unless field trip
activities include a significant number of a teacher’s students, the employee must take “personal leave” in
order to serve as a chaperone or bus driver for a field trip.  In all cases, an employee must first obtain the
permission of his/her supervising principal before taking part in a field trip.

Permission for field trips should be requested at least one month before the trip.  A field trip must be
approved by the supervising principal, the Superintendent, and the School Board before information is
distributed to students and/or parents.

A teacher who wishes to schedule a field trip must complete a “Field Trip Information Sheet,” (See
Appendix).  The completed information sheet and all pertinent information, including a copy of the letter
to parents, permission form, and any other material to be distributed about the trip, must be submitted to
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the Superintendent’s Office no later than noon on Monday one (1) week preceding the regularly scheduled
board meeting.

Permission for field trips will only be considered at regular board meetings.  A request will not be
considered by the board unless all requested information is provided.

If a school bus is needed for a field trip, a “Request for Bus” form (See Appendix) must be completed and
submitted at the time field trip permission is requested. Teachers/Sponsors shall be responsible for
obtaining bus drivers for trips.  Teachers may only drive for classes that directly involve their assigned
students.  When the “Request for Bus” form is submitted, it must include the name(s) of the driver(s). A
list of students and adults riding each vehicle/bus will be left with the principal. Securing a bus driver for
a field trip is difficult and sometimes impossible. There are few drivers for field trips available. The
administration makes a constant effort to enlist additional drivers with little success.  It must be
understood that the responsibility for obtaining a qualified driver belongs to the teacher or sponsor
planning the trip.  It is recommended that the matter of drivers be settled before plans for the trip go very
far.  The administration will not accept responsibility for locating drivers.

A nominal fee of $2.00 per mile per vehicle must be paid by any group using a school bus unless that
group is representing the school in a competition or other “official” capacity approved in advance by the
superintendent through the principal.  Each bus must be returned clean or the group responsible will be
assessed a $50.00 fee for cleaning.

If the school cafeteria is to prepare lunches for the field trip, a written notice must be sent to the cafeteria
as soon as the Board approves the trip.

FORMS
All forms are available on the district’s website at www.winonamontgomerycsd.com and at each school
location.

FREEDOM OF SPEECH
Employees of Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District are guaranteed their constitutional right
of free speech.  However, each employee needs to recognize that freedom of speech is not absolute or
unlimited.  Free speech is limited to rules and policies of the school district.  Freedom of speech does not
give an employee the right to cause divisiveness in the school district and community.

School employees are not protected under the first amendment in the following situations:
1. If circumstances are such that the district’s interests in keeping the issues private outweigh the

employee’s interests in speaking out;
2. Where the employee’s comments harm his/her ability to have an effective working relationship

with superiors;
3. Where comments instigate a controversy damaging to the district’s reputation or disrupt the

educational process;
4. Where comments concern matters not previously the subject of public attention;
5. Where comments concern matters on which the employee’s position appears to qualify him with

greater authority than any other citizen;
6. Where speech involves carelessly making statements about matters closely related to the school’s

day-to-day operations or arises from an employment dispute.
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GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE FOR CERTIFIED PERSONNEL
The purpose of this grievance procedure is to secure at the first possible administrative level, an equitable
solution to any grievance.

DEFINITIONS
The following definitions shall apply in this grievance procedure:

1. A "grievance" is a complaint by an individual based upon an alleged violation of his or her rights
under state or federal law or board policy.

2. A "grievant" is a person or persons making the complaint.
3. The term "days" shall mean working school days and shall exclude weekends, holidays and

vacation days.

PROCEDURE FOR PROCESSING GRIEVANCES
Grievances shall be processed in accordance with the following procedure: 

Level One
1. All grievances, as defined above, must be presented orally to the principal or immediate

supervisor of the grievant within five (5) days of the act or omission complained of, and the
principal or immediate supervisor and grievant will attempt to resolve the matter informally.

2. If the grievant is not satisfied with the action taken or the explanation given by his principal or
immediate supervisor, the grievant shall, within five (5) days after meeting with his principal or
immediate supervisor, file a written statement with his principal or immediate supervisor setting
forth in detail how the grievant claims to have been discriminated against.  This written statement
shall contain, in addition to the above, the time, place, and nature of the alleged act or omission
and the state or federal law or board policy violated. The statement must be signed by the
grievant.

3. In the event the grievant does not submit to his principal or immediate supervisor a written
statement as required, his failure to do so shall be deemed as an acceptance of the informal
decision rendered by his principal or immediate supervisor.

4. Within five (5) days after receiving the grievant's signed statement the principal or immediate
supervisor shall send to the superintendent a copy of the grievant's statement, along with a
statement from the principal or immediate supervisor setting forth his response to the grievant
and/or his decision, as is applicable.  At the same time, the principal or immediate supervisor
shall also provide a copy of his written statement to the grievant.

Level Two
1. Upon receipt by the superintendent of the written notice that the grievant intends to appeal the

decision of his principal or immediate supervisor, the superintendent shall notify the grievant in
writing within five (5) days and shall advise the grievant of the date, time, and place upon which
the matter will be considered by the superintendent. The superintendent shall schedule a hearing
on the matter no later than ten (10) days from the date of receipt of the grievant's written notice of
intention to appeal the written decision of his principal or immediate supervisor.

2. The written statement submitted by the grievant to his principal or immediate supervisor in Level
One shall form the basis of the grievance before the superintendent.  The grievant shall submit in
writing any and all additional information on his behalf which he desires to the superintendent not
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later than five (5) days prior to the date upon which the matter is scheduled for hearing by the
superintendent.

3. In the event the grievant does not personally attend the hearing scheduled by the superintendent,
his failure to attend shall be deemed as an acceptance of the written decision rendered by his
principal or immediate supervisor at LEVEL ONE.

4. The superintendent shall render a written decision to the grievant within five (5) days of the date
upon which the matter was heard.

Level Three
1. If the grievance is not resolved to the satisfaction of the grievant at LEVEL TWO, or if the

superintendent does not render a decision within five (5) days, the grievant may file the grievance
with the secretary of the school board.

2. If the grievance is not filed with the secretary of the school board within five (5) days of the
hearing at LEVEL TWO, the grievance shall be considered resolved.

3. Within five (5) days after receipt of the grievance, the board secretary, in concert with the board
chairman and superintendent, shall schedule a hearing before the school board on the grievance.

4. The board shall render its decision within seven (7) days of the hearing.

It is understood that the Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District School Board is not a court of
law and that rules of jurisprudence shall not apply.

HOMEWORK
In assigning homework, it is the teacher’s responsibility to ensure that the student clearly understands
what has been assigned and has a working knowledge of the tools required to do the work on his/her own.
When homework has been assigned, it is necessary that the teacher provide time for pupils to look over
the assignment to see if they understand the skills required to perform the work and that the teacher give
individual help when needed.

INSURANCE
Insurance is available through the district through payroll deduction.  Insurance policies offered by the
district are medical, supplemental medical, cancer, vision, dental, salary protection, and life.

A payroll deduction of Mediflex and childcare is also available through district payroll deduction.  This is
known as the Cafeteria Plan.

INTERNET SAFETY POLICY
Introduction
It is the policy of Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District to: (a) prevent user access over
its computer network to, or transmission of, inappropriate material via Internet, electronic mail, or other
forms of direct electronic communications; (b) prevent unauthorized access and other unlawful online
activity; (c) prevent unauthorized online disclosure, use, or dissemination of personal identification
information of minors; and (d) comply with the Children’s Internet Protection Act [Pub. L. No. 106-554
and 47 USC 254(h)].

Definitions
Key terms are as defined in the Children’s Internet Protection Act.
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Access to Inappropriate Material
To the extent practical, technology protection measures (or “Internet filters”) shall be used to block or
filter Internet, or other forms of electronic communications, access to inappropriate information.

Specifically, as required by the Children’s Internet Protection Act, blocking shall be applied to visual
depictions of material deemed obscene or child pornography, or to any material deemed harmful to
minors.

Subject to staff supervision, technology protection measures may be disabled for adults or, in the case of
minors, minimized only for bona fide research or other lawful purposes.

Inappropriate Network Usage
To the extent practical, steps shall be taken to promote the safety and security of users of the
Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District online computer network when using electronic
mail, chat rooms, instant messaging, and other forms of direct electronic communications.

Specifically, as required by the Children’s Internet Protection Act, prevention of inappropriate network
usage includes: (a) unauthorized access, including so-called ‘hacking,’ and other unlawful activities; and
(b) unauthorized disclosure, use, and dissemination of personal identification information regarding
minors.

Education, Supervision and Monitoring
It shall be the responsibility of all members of the Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District’s
staff to educate, supervise and monitor appropriate usage of the online computer network and access to
the Internet in accordance with this policy, the Children’s Internet Protection Act, the Neighborhood
Children’s Internet Protection Act, and the Protecting Children in the 21st Century Act.

Procedures for the disabling or otherwise modifying any technology protection measures shall be the
responsibility of The Technology Director or designated representatives.
The Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District or designated representatives will provide
age-appropriate training for students who use the Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District
Internet facilities. The training provided will be designed to promote the Winona-Montgomery
Consolidated School District’s commitment to:

I. The standards and acceptable use of Internet services as set forth in the
Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District’s Internet Acceptable Use Policy;

II. Student safety with regard to:
a. safety on the Internet;
b. appropriate behavior while on online, on social networking Web sites, and in chat rooms;

and
c. cyberbullying awareness and response.

III. Compliance with the E-rate requirements of the Children’s Internet Protection Act (“CIPA”).

Following receipt of this training, the student will acknowledge that he/she received the training,
understood it, and will follow the provisions of the District's acceptable use policies.
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Adoption
This Internet Safety Policy was adopted by the Board of the Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School
District at a public meeting, following normal public notice.

INVENTORY/FIXED ASSETS POLICY AND PROCEDURES
The Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District Business Office will determine, at the time a
purchase order is issued, whether an item is to be classified as a fixed asset and/or inventory item. Once
the invoice is signed as received, the necessary inventory forms and asset identification tabs will be given
to the principal or immediate supervisor to be placed in a visible location on the exterior of the item.

Capitalization: The Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District will capitalize
(1) All assets with a historical cost of at least $1,000.00; and
(2) All highly walkable items. Highly walkable items will, at a minimum, include all

televisions, video cassette recorders, digital video recorders, cellular telephones, radio equipment,
overhead projectors

The district will determine additional items to be included in the highly walkable category.

In compliance with the Office of the State Auditor’s amended list of exception items that are to be
included on inventory, regardless of cost, the Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District shall
include on inventory the following items

Weapons, Cameras and Camera Equipment (greater than $250), Two-way Radio Equipment,
Lawn Maintenance Equipment, Cellular Telephones, Computers and Computer Equipment
(greater than $250, including printers), Chain Saws, Air Compressors, Welding Machines,
Generators, Motorized Vehicles

The Business Office will maintain an inventory listing of all equipment with a purchase price of $1,000 or
more and other items as specified by the State Auditor’s Office. Further, the Business Manager will verify
each inventoried item for

(1) Accurate Item Description; (2) Accurate Name of Manufacturer; (3) Accurate Serial Number,
and; (4) Accurate Match of Inventory Number to Item Serial Number.

Annual Physical Inventory Policy—A physical inventory will be taken at least twice annually – once
each semester.  During the school year, an inventory of every item tagged with a control number will be
taken by specific location. Each teacher, or person responsible for the fixed assets, will be instructed by
the building principal as to the procedures and forms to be used. Under no circumstances, shall any item
with an inventory control number be transferred from one location to another without written
authorization from the building principal or immediate supervisor. All forms necessary for transfer are
located in each building administrator’s office.

When an item is to be transferred or discarded, the following procedures are to be followed:
1. When transferring equipment to a different location the teacher or person responsible for the

asset will complete a Fixed Asset Change or Disposition form. Tag numbers of bar-coded items
must be included on this form.  The form is then submitted to the Building Administrator
(Principal) for approval and signature. The Building Administrator MUST authorize the Fixed
Asset Change or Disposition form. After approval, the item may be moved.

2. In regard to items purchased using Federal monies with various disposal requirements, the grant
manager shall be contacted and/or provide a copy of those requirements with the Fixed Asset
Change or Disposition form.
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3. If equipment is broken and needs to be discarded, once the paperwork has been processed
through the building administrator, the form shall be forwarded to the Business Office for School
Board approval. Once approved, the form shall be returned to the Building Administrator for
asset disposal.

4. Items approved for disposal will be disposed of by the Building Administrator. Before disposal,
the barcode/tag will be removed by the administrator and attached to the Fixed Asset Change or
Disposition Form. The form is then returned to the Business Office for filing and documentation
purposes.

All disposals of property shall be reported on the board minutes.

For Lost or Stolen Items
The same process and form for discarding an item, as described above, shall be used for lost and stolen
items.  Lost items should include an explanation of what happened (as available).

Upon discovery of stolen property, the Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District shall report to
local law enforcement with as much detail as available. A police report shall be filed, and items identified
shall be entered in the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) computer. Any disposition of stolen
property shall be reported on the board minutes.

Lost Property shall be reported and must be accompanied by a notarized affidavit signed by the
responsible party assigned the property. The Notarized Affidavit is a written statement notarized by a
notary public detailing the loss of equipment.

Any disposition of lost property shall be reported on the board minutes.
Fixed asset accountability is dependent upon the cooperation and collaboration of all school personnel.
All district employees share the responsibility of protecting, conserving, and accounting for each and
every item purchased with taxpayer monies. Individuals and Building Administrators will be held
responsible for items assigned to them and/or their buildings.

The Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District has the following safeguards in place to
prevent the loss, damage, or theft of property.

- The District implements the tracking of asset inventory at least twice per year.
- Inventory items are tagged with bar codes for identification purposes.
- The District utilizes a Fixed Asset Accounting System that records and tracks the following

for each item:  Historical Cost, Fund Name and Number, Location, Manufacturer, Model,
Serial Number, Description, Date Purchased, Purchase Order Number, Invoice Number

- There is video surveillance equipment located within district buildings that records entry, exit,
and hall traffic.

The Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District is extremely cognizant of asset accountability.
The district has a reputation for being good stewards of federal and state funds. District administrators and
stakeholders desire nothing less than to uphold and strengthen this reputation. Consequently, all
employees are held to strict accountability standards for all assets.
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KEYS
District employees who have been given a master key to any building in the district must keep the key(s)
on his/her person at all times while at work.  No employee may allow another person to borrow his/her
keys without permission from his/her immediate supervisor.

LESSON PLANS
The successful teacher is the teacher who plans carefully for every activity.  Teachers are required to
prepare lesson plans and enter them to the district computerized management system.

The principal will communicate requirements for lesson plans to the faculty and staff in his/her building.
Minimum requirements include:

1. Reference to the approved curriculum standards.
2. Names of materials used.
3. Methodology of presentation.
4. Classwork assigned.
5. Homework assigned.
6. Date of plans.

MULTI-TIERED SYSTEM OF SUPPORTS
WMCSD teachers and support staff are expected to implement a three-tiered instructional model in order
to support and increase academic, behavioral, and social emotional outcomes for ALL students.  Training
will be provided for teachers and support staff on their roles and responsibilities in the process. See the
WMCSD MTSS Handbook for more information.

NATIONAL BOARD CERTIFICATION PROCESS
Any licensed teacher or certified personnel who has met the requirements and acquired a Master Teacher
Certificate from the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards shall receive a $6,000 salary
supplement when funded by the state.  The licensed teacher/certified personnel must be employed as a
teacher and not as an administrator by a local school board, the Mississippi Board of Education or a state
supported university or college when such institution is providing a program of education in accordance
with Section 37-23-3 1, Mississippi Code of 1972 (Ann.) The term teacher is defined to include any
teacher who is required by law to obtain a teacher’s license from the Mississippi Board of Education and
is assigned to an instructional area of work as defined by the State Department of Education the
equivalent of a minimum of three (3) normal periods per school day.

The preceding paragraph refers to the following certified/licensed employees:

1. Any licensed teacher who has met the requirements and acquired a Master Teacher (NBCT)
certificate from the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards and who is employed by
a local school board or the State Board of Education as a teacher and not as an administrator.

2. Any licensed school counselor who has met the requirements and acquired a National Certified
School Counselor (NCSC) endorsement from the National Board of Certified Counselors and
who is employed by a local school board or the State Board of Education as a counselor and not
as an administrator.

3. Any licensed speech-language pathologist and audiologist who has met the requirements and
acquired a speech pathologists or audiologists (ASHA) endorsement from the American Speech
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and Hearing Association and who are employed by a local school board or the State Board of
Education as a speech pathologist or audiologist and not as an administrator.

4. A licensed nurse who has met the requirements and acquired a certificate from the National Board
for Certification of School Nurses, Inc., and who is employed by a local school board or the State
Board of Education as a school nurse and not as an administrator.  SB 2302 (2004) limits the
number of nurses who may receive this supplement to a maximum of twenty (20).

The licensed teacher/certified personnel will receive the full $6,000 salary supplement if the certificate is
awarded to the individual prior to October 15 and the licensed teacher’s/certified personnel’s district
time is reported as 100 percent on the district personnel report.  The licensed teacher/certified personnel
will be entitled to a prorated salary supplement of $3,000 beginning with the second school term if the
certificate is awarded after October 15 but prior to February 15 of the school year and the licensed
teacher’s/certified personnel’s district time is reported as 100 percent on the district personnel report. The
salary supplement will be prorated when the reported district time is less than 100%.

Tuition reimbursement for National Board Certification shall be limited to compliance with national
and/or state requirements and is dependent on reimbursement funding being allocated from the
Mississippi Department of Education.
The Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District will provide professional leave to each current
National Board candidate for the purpose of working on the National Board Certification process
according to the following schedule:

▪ Candidates may be granted one (1) professional development day per application;
▪ Candidates may convert one additional sick day to one personal day if needed. 

This applies to initial candidates and to retake candidates.

NOTICE OF EMPLOYEES RIGHTS TO CONTINUE GROUP HEALTH
COVERAGE
On April 7, 1986, a federal law was enacted (Public Law 99-272, Title X) requiring that more employers
sponsoring group health plans offer employees and their families the opportunity for a temporary
extension of health coverage (called continuation coverage) at group rates in certain instances where
coverage under the plan would otherwise end. This notice is intended to inform you, in a summary
fashion, of your rights and obligations under the continuation coverage provisions of the law. (Both you
and your spouse should take the time to read this notice carefully.)

If you are an employee of Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District covered by the School
Employees Health Insurance Plan (PSEHIP), you have a right to choose this continuation coverage if you
lose your group health coverage because of a reduction in your hours of employment or the termination of
your employment (for reasons other than gross misconduct on your part).

If you choose continuation coverage, coverage is identical to the coverage provided under the plan to
similarly situated employees or family members. The law requires that you be afforded the opportunity to
maintain continuation coverage for three years. If you lose group health coverage because of a
termination of employment or a reduction in hours, the required continuation coverage period is 18
months. This18 months may be extended to 36 months if other events (such as death, divorce, legal
separation, or Medicare entitlement) occur during that 18-month period. The only time that coverage is
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extended beyond 36 months is in the event of the death of an active employee with less than 25 years of
service. Coverage for that event will be extended to 48 months.

The 18 months may be extended to 29 months if an individual is determined to be disabled (for Social
Security disability purposes) and the Claims Administrator is notified of that determination within 60
days. The affected individual must also notify the Claims Administrator within 30 days of any final
determination that the individual is no longer disabled. In no event (except death of an employee with less
than 25 years of service) will continuation coverage last beyond 3 years from the date of the event that
originally made a qualified beneficiary eligible to elect coverage.

However, the law provides that your continuation coverage may be terminated for any of the following
five reasons:

1) Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District no longer provides group health coverage to
any of its employees;

2) The premium for your continuation coverage is not paid on time;
3) You become covered by another group plan, unless the plan contains any exclusions or limitations

with respect to any pre-existing condition you or your covered dependents may have;
4) You become entitled to Medicare; or
5) You extend coverage for up to 29 months due to your disability and there has been a final

determination that you are no longer disabled.

You do not have to show that you are insurable to choose continuation coverage. However, under the law,
you may have to pay all or part of the premium for your continuation coverage. There is a grace period of
30 days for payment of the regularly scheduled premium.

The law applies to the Public Employees Health Insurance Plan beginning on July 1, 1986. If you have
any questions about the law, please contact:

Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Mississippi
Claims Administrator

P. O. Box 23071
Jackson, MS 39225-3071

Also, if you have changed marital status or you or your spouse have changed addresses; please notify
Amanda Gray at the Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District Central Office, 662-283-3731.

PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCE
Parents and teachers are encouraged to schedule conferences as the need arises.  Conferences may be held
during the teacher’s planning period; most conferences, however, are held after the regular instructional
day.  All teachers directly involved are expected to be in attendance.  However, every effort must be made
to avoid the perception that school people are “ganging up” against the parents.  The principal may be in
attendance if requested by either party.  Every effort must be made to help the parent feel comfortable and
welcome.  In order to promote meaningful conferences, the teacher should consider the following
suggestions:
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1. If the teacher expects the parent to be hostile, the teacher should inform the principal or his/her
designee before the conference.

2. Begin with an informal discussion and try to make the parent feel at ease.  Find out what the
parent wants to know.  An attitude of service invites respect and friendly responses.

3. Extend a cordial welcome.  Do not have an air of superiority.
4. Opening and closing statements should be pleasant and positive.
5. Be prepared.  Review information in cumulative folders, define problems to be discussed and

questions to be asked (determine appropriate ways of asking questions).
6. Provide specific examples and answers to support any statement made about the student
7. Remember that parents are subjective and emotional about their children.  Put yourself in the

place of the parent and try to see what effect your remarks will have on him or her.
8. The teacher has the responsibility of keeping the conversation on the student.  Avoid questions

about or comparisons with other students.
9. Discuss the student’s success along with his/her needs.
10. Help the parents to understand that the teacher shares with them a profound interest in the student.
11. Ask the parents for help in trying to solve the student’s problems.  Create a feeling of working

together.
12. See that the parent and the student understand that the meeting is to help the student, not to

chastise him/her.
13. Discover facts and correct misunderstandings without engaging in arguments.
14. Listen and try to understand the parent’s point of view.
15. Accept the parent’s reason for the student’s behavior without showing signs of disapproval or

surprise.
16. Don’t try to out-talk a parent.  You learn more by listening.  Avoid arguments.
17. Don’t use expressions that imply placement or blame.
18. Never use disparaging remarks (i.e., stupid, dumb, hoodlum. etc.) in reference to any student.

Speak of students as worthwhile individuals.
19. Be tactful.
20. Don’t discuss a student’s problem before another student.
21. Never repeat any information of a personal nature about a student or family to other persons

(even to other teachers) except when professionally necessary.
22. In closing the conference, the teacher should review the plans that have been made, checking

separate areas of responsibility for the home and for the school.  In some areas the responsibility
will be cooperative.

PARENT INVOLVEMENT
Parent Involvement is absolutely essential for increasing student achievement.  All teachers and support
staff are expected to encourage parental involvement in all aspects of school activities.

WMCSD schools will schedule regular school wide parent-teacher meetings and publish regular school
wide newsletters.  Minimum of 4 meetings and 4 newsletters per school year are required.  Meeting
examples include, but are not limited to:

o PTO Meetings – include an agenda with topics for discussion.
o Open House
o Report Card Pick Up Day
o Science, Reading, or Math Night – may be coordinated with or before science and reading

fairs in order to share ideas with parents.
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o Parent Workshops – to explain a variety of programs to parents. ActiveParent, dress code, MS
College- and Career-Ready Standards State Standards, testing, etc.

Documentation is required for all meetings and newsletters. Sign in sheets, newsletters, and other
documentation must be properly labeled and accompanied by a short explanation if needed.  A copy will
be kept on file in the principal’s office for MPES artifacts and a copy will be sent to the Director of
Federal Programs.

Parents should be encouraged to use the tools available to them for improving the education of their
children.  Tools include, but are not limited to: ActiveParent, homework programs, iReady, Accelerated
Reader, Accelerated Math, and the district website – www.winonamontgomerycsd.com.  Ideas for
increasing use of these programs include:

● Membership drives
● Sending home information about programs in newsletters
● Using traffic reports
● Hosting workshops to explain how to use the programs
● Providing Internet access to parents before and after school

For additional information, see the WMCSD Parent Involvement Plan.

PAYDAY
State law mandates the last business day of the month as pay day.  A business day is defined as any
Monday through Friday that is not designated as a federal holiday.  Therefore, even though in some
months the last working day for school personnel may be before the last business day of the month, in
most cases it will not be possible for checks to be issued until the last business day of the month as
previously defined.  The Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District utilizes direct deposit. All
employees’ checks are directly deposited into bank accounts designated by the employee.

PERSONNEL LEAVE
Section I: Definitions of Terms
Sick Leave - Absence caused by (1) illness or physical disability of the employee, (2) illness in or death
of the employee’s immediate family (spouse, child, parent, brother/sister, father/mother-in-law,
brother/sister-in-law, and grandparents) that necessitates the employee’s attendance, or (3) medical or
dental appointments.
Personal Leave – Absence caused for personal reasons.
Professional Leave- Absence caused for professional purposes (including attendance at a seminar, class
training program, professional association meeting, etc.) approved by building level principal.
Full Time Employee - Any person employed on a regular basis and working the number of hours
designated for that job.
Unexcused Leave - Any day(s) missed for reasons not related to illness to the employee or illness of the
family members of the employee as previously defined, for reason not related to attending funerals of the
previously mentioned family members, or for reasons not approved in advance by the school principal or
superintendent of schools.
Eligible Employee - An individual who has been employed by the school district for at least a year and
who has worked for at least 1,250 hours within the previous 12 months.
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Section II:  Leave Charges
Sick leave and personal leave are charged by the half day of the employee’s workday.

Section III:  Method of Calculating Leave
Each full-time employee of the school district who begins work on the date specified for that job will be
credited with the appropriate number of days as described below.  New employees who begin work after
the date specified for that job will be credited with the number of leave days remaining in the contract
period.

Employees who leave prior to the ending date for that job who have already used leave days beyond the
number earned for that period of employment shall have their final checks adjusted to reflect the
overpayment.
An employee cannot earn leave days while on leave of absence.   The employee may refer to his/her
monthly check stub for the accurate number of leave days accumulated.

Any unused period of the total leave allowance shall be carried over to the next school year and credited
to the employee if the employee remains employed in the school district.  In the event any employee
transfers from one school district to another, any unused portion of the total leave allowance credited to
such employee shall be credited to the employee in the computation of unused leave for retirement
purposes.  Accumulation of leave allowed under this section shall be unlimited.

For retirement purposes, the accumulated sick leave days are counted as follows by the state:
15 accumulated days = ¼ additional year added to your retirement time
78 accumulated days = ½ additional year added to your retirement time
141 accumulated days = ¾ additional year added to your retirement time
204 accumulated days = 1 additional year added to your retirement time

Section IV:  Description of Leave Provided
CERTIFIED
The school district provides the following leave for all full time certified personnel, except bus drivers.
Leave days will be provided as follows:
Contract Days Sick Days Contract Days Personal Days
187 7 187-197 2
188-206 8 198-205 5
207-235+ 9 206-220 7

221-235+ 10

Unused sick leave days shall accumulate without limitation. If an employee transfers from one district to
another, any unused portion of the total sick leave allowance shall be credited in the computation of
unused leave for retirement purposes only.

Employees can accumulate a maximum of five unused personal leave days.  After the accumulation of
five personal days, any additional personal leave days are converted to sick leave days and added to the
sick leave bank.

Except in emergency situations, employees shall request personal leave at least 24 hours in advance of
such leave. Personal leave requests shall not be made for any day immediately preceding or following a
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holiday or during the first week or last regular month of the school year except upon a showing of
emergency.  In such cases, 1/187th of the employee’s salary will be deducted for each day missed.
Exceptions will require approval of the School Board. A request for personal leave may be denied by the
supervisor if there is reason to believe such leave would disrupt the school or department program.

NON-CERTIFIED
Any time missed from work not covered by leave policy will result in a deduction of pay.  Failure to
notify immediate supervisor of absence in accordance with school procedures is grounds for immediate
dismissal.

Permission to work overtime must be made to the immediate supervisor and approved by the
superintendent in advance.  A requisition must be completed by the supervisor before additional money
may be paid.

A non-certified employee position is of an “at will” nature, which means that the Employee may resign at
any time and the Employer may discharge the Employee at any time with or without cause and without
prior notice.

Absences of Staff Member beyond the Leave Days Provided:
For unexcused days, the staff member’s salary will be deducted according to the gross daily rate of
earnings.  The gross daily rate of earnings is the school staff member’s contract salary price divided by
the total number of days of the staff member’s contract. The deduction in pay will be made for each day
of work missed that is unexcused and for absences that occur after a staff member has used all of his or
her allotted or earned sick and personal leave.

1. Certified Staff:  For the first 10 days of excused absence beyond the leave days accumulated by
the employee, the current substitute teacher pay rate per day will be deducted from the monthly
pay.  For every day beyond these 10 days, the gross daily rate of earnings will be deducted.

2. Non-Certified Staff:  For every day beyond the allowed leave days provided, deduction will be
made at the gross hourly rate of pay.

3. At any time, a staff member has his or her pay reduced; the amount reduced will be deducted
from the check of the month following the absence that was not covered.  This is necessary in
order that time be allowed for the record keeping required.

4. The Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District does not keep any funds resulting from
deductions in pay because of unexcused days missed from work.  Any amount deducted goes
back to the State Minimum Program Fund. The school district in no way profits from the
substitute teacher fund.  In fact, leave days are provided to school employees at great expense to
the local taxpayers.

As provided by the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993, “eligible employees” are entitled to 12
calendar weeks of leave during any 12-month period for one or more of the reasons listed below.

After these 12 weeks, additional time may be granted by the superintendent based upon a written request
from a doctor.

1. Because of the birth of a child of the employee and in order to care for such a child.
2. Because of the placement of a child with the employee for adoption or foster care.
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3. In order to care for the spouse or the son, daughter, or parent of the employee, if such spouse or
son or daughter, or parent has serious health conditions.

4. Because of a serious health condition that makes the employee unable to perform the function of
the position of such employee.

State law mandates:
1. Any employee who is absent from his or her work responsibilities more than 60 workdays in any

school year will not receive a salary increase based on the state salary schedule of increments.
2. Any staff member who fails to work in any quarter will not have the quarter count toward

retirement.

Bus Drivers--State law considers bus drivers as part-time employees that cannot be covered under
the regular leave policy.  The school district will pay for a substitute driver for any bus driver up
to 5 days per year due to illness.  After these 5 days, or for absences due to any reason other than
illness, the regular driver’s salary will be deducted at the actual gross rate of pay.

Any portion of the 5 days not used annually may be accumulated as sick days.  For bus drivers
not otherwise employed in the school system the unused sick leave days may be accumulated for
both sick leave days and retirement days.

Jury Duty Leave
Any employee summoned for jury duty shall be released from work with no reduction in pay.  When an
employee is dismissed from jury duty before 12:00 noon on any given day, he/she shall return to work for
the remainder of the school day.  The Principal/Supervisor will approve jury duty leave upon presentation
of the summons, subpoena, or other official certification of service.

PROFANITY AND OTHER ABUSIVE LANGUAGE
School personnel shall not use profane or abusive language while teaching or supervising school
activities.  It is also the responsibility of every staff member to monitor students closely so that there is
little opportunity for them to use profanity or other abusive language.  Profanity and other vulgar
language is damaging to the school district and its programs. The School Board views the violation of this
policy as grounds for immediate dismissal.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
All teachers and support staff are required to fully participate in professional development and learning
communities as assigned by their building principal and district leadership. The WMCSD vision
“Working together, Moving forward, Creating opportunities for Student success and Dynamic futures,”
and WMCSD mission “To partner with stakeholders to create a safe, positive learning environment where
students discover their potential, and prepare for college, career and life,” require each of us to continually
develop our professional practice. For more information, see the WMCSD Professional Development
Plan.

PROGRESS REPORTS AND SAMPLES OF STUDENT WORK
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Progress reports and samples of a student’s work should be sent home frequently throughout the school
year.  A progress report will be sent home for every student in every subject during the fourth week of
each nine-week period.  The specific dates for progress reports to be sent home are listed on the school
calendar.  Teachers are to notify parents immediately when students’ averages drop.

PURCHASES
The principal must approve any purchases reimbursable by the school in advance.  All purchases must
follow district and state guidelines.  Teachers and staff shall not authorize charges to the school or request
services by outside agents.  Any expenditure of this nature must go through the office.  The staff member
making the purchase will pay any unauthorized charge or purchase.

Instructional Supplies, Materials, and Equipment
All teaching supplies, books, workbooks, aids, equipment, etc., for the regular program must be requested
through the school principal.  Special programs personnel and Title teachers should make their requests
through the Director of Federal Programs.

All orders must be approved and accompanied by a purchase order. THE DISTRICT WILL NOT PAY
FOR ANY ITEM ORDERED WITHOUT A PURCHASE ORDER.

Purchasing Guidelines:
1. Plan ahead.
2.   Submit your purchase requisition giving yourself plenty of time.

No purchase is to be made before a Purchase Order is completed.
- All purchase requisitions must be approved and signed by the appropriate school principal or

district administrator.
- If you have the fax number please put this on the requisition.  If you need to order from a new

vendor make sure the address, phone and fax are on requisition.  Shipping charges must also
be included.  Make sure all requisitions are totaled.

- Two quotes are required for all purchases over $5,000.00. If quotes or bids are needed you
should already have them in hand at this point.  Attach the 2 quotes to the purchase
requisition.

- If an item is a single source item, you must have a company letterhead statement to that effect
plus your own statement justifying why you need that item. This letter has to be approved by
the board before the purchase order can be done.

- If money will be collected to pay for purchases, such as pupil pay items state that on the
requisition.

3. Purchase Requisitions go to the Central Office for a purchase order number and the
superintendent’s approval/signature.
Purchase Requisition – A request to make expenditure within your budgeted monies approved
by principal.  This requisition is completed prior to purchasing the item.
Purchase Order – Approval to make that purchase and assurance to the vendor that we will pay
for the merchandise on that PO.  Also needed prior to purchasing the item.

4. The Purchase Requisition then returns to the principal’s office with the Purchase Order number
written in the upper right-hand corner.  At this point you may either:
- Call your order in giving the vendor the Purchase Order # to put on their invoice.
- Or the purchase order will be faxed or mailed to the vendor.
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5. When the invoice comes in:
- The invoice will be stamped for a signature and date merchandise was received.  By signing

the invoice, you are stating that you have received the merchandise in good order and that it is
OK to pay that invoice.  If there is a problem with the invoice (missing items, wrong amount,
etc.) please let Ms. June Mitchell - Accounts Payable know.

- If you should receive the invoice first, sign it, then send it to the central office.
- No payment will be made without a signed invoice.

6. Purchases using federal funds must have two (2) quotes if the amount is $3,500.00 or greater.

Please look at your invoices carefully.  Most of them are plainly marked BO-Backorder or C-Cancelled.
If an item is marked so that you know it will not be shipped in the future, please make a note on the
invoice so the purchase order can be completed.

Purchase Orders for the next school year cannot be dated before July 1.  It is not legal and the PO’s also
bear a different beginning #.

NOTES:
1. Be prompt with paperwork.
2. Bids and quotes must be on company letterhead and in an approved form so that quotes for the

same items can be easily compared.
3. Repair and maintenance to buildings, fields, field house, fences, gym etc. all require the same

order of paperwork as other purchases.  Approval must be obtained before the work may be done.
An estimate is OK.

4. It is not legal to pay a bill dated before the Purchase Order. Invoice date must be after PO date.
This shows approval for the purchase was made prior to expenditure. No one is to make a
purchase or place an order for anything until they get a Purchase Order from the Central Office.
No exceptions.  If an emergency comes up and you need a PO we still have to have your
purchase requisition then we’ll get you a PO # as soon as possible.  But only then can you place
your order.

5. Reimbursements are done only as necessary.  If the company you want to order from will not take
a Purchase Order and this is the only place you can get this item we can do a reimbursement.
Check with the business office before you do your requisition for reimbursement.  But again, you
still have to have a Purchase Order before you can make your purchase.  Legally, the school
cannot reimburse sales tax you paid on a purchase. Therefore, it’s better to plan ahead and do the
Purchase Order to the company.  If you have registration fees that are due, check with us before
you send this in.  Almost every vendor will accept a Purchase Order.

6. Any unauthorized charge or purchase will be paid by the staff member making the
purchase. Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District will not pay for this
unauthorized charge or purchase.

7. All bills are paid once a month during the board meeting which is the second Tuesday.  Bills must
be in the Central Office the week prior to the board meeting to allow time for processing.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR SCHOOL FUNDS
The importance of all funds being handled properly by all employees cannot be overemphasized.  In
addition to being held accountable for any loss of funds, any employee who fails to abide by policies
dealing with the handling of money may be terminated. Any money collected by a teacher becomes the
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responsibility of that individual teacher.  Money left unattended by a teacher must be replaced at the
teacher’s expense.  Therefore, all teachers are expected to act responsibly in collecting and safeguarding
all collected funds by following the procedures below.

Cash in School Buildings
Funds entrusted to the care of school employees are the complete responsibility of such employees.
Money shall be turned in on a daily basis at the time specified by the principal or his/her designee.
Money shall not be left unattended in classrooms, band halls/offices, athletic facilities/offices, etc. No
money shall be left in the school overnight without written prior authorization from the Superintendent.
Consequently, a daily deposit is necessary.
Collection of Money from Students
No money may be collected at the school level or from students without the prior approval of the
Superintendent.  All money collected by school personnel shall be handled in accordance with proper
accounting procedures and must be accounted for by the individual employee.  All money transactions
shall be recorded on a proper accounting sheet.

RECEIPTS:
The local school shall document the receipt of local activity funds. A three-part receipt will be issued by
the principal’s office for all funds received.  The person remitting the money will be given the original
copy, the second copy will be remitted to the central office and the third copy will remain in the receipt
book and become a permanent record at the local school. The receipts must be contained in a permanent
receipt book where the receipts are bound and pre-numbered. It is permissible to use an automated
system to document receipts provided there is an adequate system of controls.  The receipt must contain
sufficient information to adequately account for the transaction.   At a minimum, the receipt will contain
the date, name of remitter, amount of remittance, type of payment (cash or check), description and the
financial accounting code.

Teachers who collect money from students must account for and document the funds collected.  Teachers
are required, at a minimum, to list those students that have paid money and the amount of money paid by
the students.  A copy of the list must be submitted by the teacher to the principal’s office along with the
money collected from the students.  The principal’s office will issue a receipt to the teacher.  The
principal’s office will cross-reference the list of students to the receipt issued to the teacher.  The principal
must maintain a copy of the list of students on file at the local school.

The monies collected by local school clubs will be remitted to the principal’s office either by the club
sponsor or a member of the school club.  The principal’s office will be required to issue a three-part
receipt for the monies received.

Monies collected by the principal’s office for extracurricular activities must be receipted using a three-part
receipt.

The deposit slip must indicate the receipt number(s) and corresponding amount(s) for the deposit being
made.

DISBURSEMENTS
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The disbursement of all activity funds must be made using pre-numbered checks.  All expenditures must
be accounted for with invoices or other documentation pertaining to the transaction.  Only individuals
authorized by the school board may sign checks on local activity fund bank accounts.  There must be an
accounting of all pre-numbered checks issued.

REPORTING OF TRANSACTIONS
The principal will deliver to the central office a transmittal report of all activity fund transactions each
Monday for the prior week.

Under a decentralized accounting system, the transmittal report shall contain a listing of receipts and
disbursements for all local school activity funds, including club funds.  The listing will include each
receipt and check issued during the previous week. Under a centralized accounting system, the
transmittal report will contain a listing of all receipts issued during the week.  The transmittal report will
also contain other pertinent accounting code.  Along with the transmittal report, the principal is required
to submit to the central office copies of all receipts issued and invoices and statements for which
disbursements were made.  The central office will be responsible for reviewing the transmittal report for
accuracy and completeness and entering the information in the financial accounting system.  This
information will be used by the central office to reconcile the bank statements.

The school board is required by law to approve the transactions of the local school activity funds. This
approval must be documented in the school board minutes.

Sales and Solicitations
In School

Permission must be obtained from the principal and approved by the school board before any item
is sold to students or school personnel by anyone for any purpose.  Food items for immediate
consumption will not be sold at school. See Appendix for form.

Community
Board policy requires board approval before ANYONE may sell merchandise or services or
solicit donations from community members or businesses on behalf of the school or for school
related activities.  The completed information sheet and all pertinent information, including a
copy of any correspondence or other material to be distributed, must be submitted to the
Superintendent’s Office no later than noon on Monday one (1) week preceding the board meeting
which is the 2nd Tuesday of the month.

General
1. Before permission for any sale involving students is granted, the procedure for distribution or

merchandise and collection of money must be approved by the school principal and/or the
school district business administrator.

2. Money must be collected on a regular basis and turned into the school office immediately.
3. No student may be allowed to be in debt to any organization at any time unless prior approval

is granted by the principal.
4. No student shall be issued more than $30.00 worth of merchandise at a time without prior

approval of the principal.  No additional merchandise shall be issued to the student until the
money collected for the merchandise previously issued has been turned in.

5. Students must sign for merchandise issued and must be given a receipt for money turned in.
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6. Money must be turned in to the school office daily.  Sponsors must count the money and give
the secretary a written report.  Sponsors must get a receipt from the school secretary.  School
secretaries are not responsible for counting money for sponsors.

SCHOOL/ATHLETIC PASSES
All full-time staff members are provided complimentary admission to all athletic events and other school
sponsored activities during the school year with the presentation of his/her employee ID.

When attending athletic events and other school activities, it is expected that school personnel will assist
with “crowd control” and other duties, even when they are not actually assigned duty for that event.
School personnel should direct spectators (especially students) to follow rules and to refrain from
dangerous, rude, or discourteous behavior at events.

SCHOOL CLOSING DUE TO INCLEMENT WEATHER
In the case of school dismissal due to inclement weather, the Superintendent will make the determination
and notify the district’s principals and directors of the early release, late start, or closing.  The principals
and directors will notify all faculty and staff members. The district will send out an automated call to all
staff and parents of students.  Only the Superintendent or his/her designee may contact the media.

SCHOOLSTATUS
SchoolStatus is the program that WMCSD uses for communicating with parents.  It provides
documentation of all contacts made and records the conversations and text messages sent between parents
and school employees.

SECTION 504 OF THE REHABILITATION ACT OF 1973 AND
AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT

NOTICE OF PARENT AND STUDENT RIGHTS IN IDENTIFICATION, EVALUATION
AND PLACEMENT UNDER SECTION 504
Under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 you have a right to be informed by the school district
of your rights under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. The purpose of this notice is to advise
you of those rights. The following is a description of the rights granted by federal law to students with
disabilities. The intent of the law is to keep you fully informed concerning decisions about your child and
to inform you of your rights if you disagree with any of these decisions.

If your child is determined to be a child with a disability, he/she has the following rights:
1. Your child has the right to a free appropriate public education designed to meet his/her individual

needs as adequately as the needs of nondisabled students are met.
2. Your child must be provided an equal opportunity to participate in non-academic and

extracurricular services and activities offered by the district to the same extent as nondisabled.
3. Your child has the right to free educational services except for those fees that are imposed on

nondisabled students or their parents.
4. Your child has a right to placement in the least restrictive environment.
5. Your child has a right to an educational evaluation prior to an initial placement and any

subsequent significant change in placement.
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6. Testing and other evaluation procedures must conform to the requirements of Section 504
regarding test validity, proper method of administration and appropriate test selection. The district
will consider information from a variety of sources in making its determinations, including, for
example: aptitude and achievement tests, teacher recommendations, reports of physical condition,
social and cultural background, adaptive behavior, student grades, progress reports, state wide
testing results, and parent input.

7. Placement decisions regarding your child must be made by a group of persons knowledgeable
about your child, the meaning of the evaluation data, the placement options, the requirement that
to the maximum extent appropriate, disabled children should be educated with nondisabled
children, and comparable facilities.

8. If your child is eligible for services under Section 504, periodic reevaluations will be conducted
to determine if there has been a change in educational needs. Generally, a reevaluation will take
place every three years.

9. You have the right to be notified by the district prior to any action regarding the identification,
evaluation, or placement of your child.

10. You have the right to examine all relevant education records relating to the decisions regarding
your child’s identification, evaluation, program and placement. You also have the right to obtain
copies of education records at reasonable cost unless the cost would deny you access to the
records.

11. You have the right to request amendment of your child’s record if you believe information
contained in the record is inaccurate or misleading. If the school district refuses to amend the
record, you will be notified of that decision within a reasonable time and you then have a right to
request a hearing.

12. You have the right to an impartial hearing if you disagree with the district’s actions regarding
your child’s identification, evaluation, or educational placement. However, if any portion of your
complaint is also part of a due process hearing pursuant to the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act (IDEA), that part of the complaint will be set aside until the conclusion of the due
process hearing.

13. If an issue is raised in a 504 complaint that has previously been decided in a due process hearing
pursuant to the IDEA involving the same parties, the due process hearing decision is binding on
that issue.

SECTION 504/AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT COMPLAINT PROCEDURES
Any person who believes that he/she has been subjected to discrimination by the Winona-Montgomery
Consolidated School District as prohibited by Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 or the
Americans with Disabilities Act may file a complaint pursuant to the procedures set forth below. All
persons are encouraged to file grievances to resolve any disputes arising under these laws to provide for a
prompt and early resolution of complaints. Filing a complaint will not subject the complainant to any
form of adverse action, reprimand, retaliation or otherwise negative treatment by school district
personnel.

1. Within ten (10) school days of when a complainant knew or should have known of discriminatory
conduct, a complaint shall be given in writing to the District’s Section 504/ADA Coordinator. The
complaint shall describe specifically the facts supporting the claims raised as well as any
supporting documentation or witnesses.

2. The Section 504/ADA Coordinator shall, within ten (10) school days of receipt of the complaint,
conduct or cause a thorough investigation including questioning of all parties involved in the
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complaint. After the investigation is complete, the Section 504/ADA Coordinator shall meet with
the complaining party and give a full report of the findings.

3. If the grievance or complaint is not satisfactorily resolved at Step 1, the complainant shall have
ten (10) school days to appeal the Step 1 findings to the Superintendent. The complainant shall
present the appeal in writing, describing the reasons for his/her dissatisfaction with the results of
Step 1 and offering a proposed resolution. The Superintendent or his/her designee shall review all
aspects of the appeal and complete an additional investigation as necessary. The Superintendent
shall respond to the complainant in writing within ten (10) school days of receipt of the written
appeal.

4. If the complainant is not satisfied with the results of Step 2, the complaining party shall have ten
(10) school days from receipt of the Superintendent's decision to appeal the Superintendent’s
decision to the school board. The appeal shall be in writing, describing the reasons for
complainant's dissatisfaction with the results of Steps 1 and 2.

5. The complainant shall have the opportunity to present an oral statement to the board before the
board makes its decision. The board's decision shall be rendered within fifteen (15) school days
after receipt of the appeal.
LEGAL REF.: Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973/Americans with Disabilities Act

SECTION 504 -- AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT -- NONDISCRIMINATION
The Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District will not discriminate on the basis of disability in
admission or access to, or treatment or employment in, its programs and activities to the extent provided
by law.
The following person has been designated as the Section 504 /Americans with Disabilities Act
Coordinator and will handle inquiries regarding the Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District's
nondiscrimination policies, the filing of grievances, and requests for copies of grievance procedures
covering discrimination on the basis of disability.

Rana Mitchell
Section 504/ADA Coordinator

419 College St.
Winona, MS  38967

662-283-1000

SEARCHES OF STUDENTS
Circumstances may arise which require searches of students’ persons, possessions, lockers, desks or
vehicles. Administrators have the authority and obligation to exercise discretion in conducting searches.
Teachers should not conduct any searches, except under cases of little intrusion, without consultation with
the principal. Any weapons or other dangerous objects found on the student’s person or in the student’s
possession should be immediately confiscated and appropriate disciplinary action should be instituted.
1. Locker and Desk Searches
Student lockers and desks are District property and remain at all times under the control of the district.
However, because students have a reasonable expectation of privacy in their lockers, inspection of lockers
must be authorized by the principal or his/her designee. No prior approval is required to search desks.
Searches of lockers and/or desks may be conducted without notice to or consent of the student when
reasonable cause exists to suspect a violation of a law or school rule.
2. Vehicles
Vehicles driven to school by or for students are subject to searches without notice to or consent of the
student. No individualized suspicion is required for vehicle searches. However, when a school official has
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reasonable suspicion to believe that illegal or unauthorized materials are contained inside a vehicle, the
student may be required to open the vehicle, including the trunk, for further inspection.
3. Students
A student’s person and/or personal effects may be searched whenever a school authority has a reasonable
suspicion that the student is in possession of illegal or unauthorized materials. A pat down must be
conducted in private by a school official of the same sex with an adult witness present.

It will be an extremely rare situation that requires a search more intrusive than a student’s person. Only if
extreme emergency conditions exist and only upon prior approval by the Central Office shall a more
intrusive search be conducted. Such a search must be conducted in private by a school official of the same
sex with an adult witness of the same sex.

SEXUAL HARASSMENT
The policy of the board of education forbids discrimination against any employee or applicant for
employment on the basis of sex.  The board of education will not tolerate sexual harassment activity by
any of its employees.  This policy similarly applies to non-employee volunteers who work subject to the
control of school authorities.

A.  GENERAL PROHIBITIONS
Unwelcome Conduct of a Sexual Nature

a.  Conduct of a sexual nature may include verbal or physical sexual advances, including subtle
pressure for sexual activity; touching, pinching, patting, or brushing against; comments
regarding physical or personality characteristics of a sexual nature; and sexually-oriented
"kidding," "teasing," double-entendres, and jokes.

b. Verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature may constitute sexual harassment when the
allegedly harassed employee has indicated, by his or her conduct, that it is unwelcome.

c. An employee who has initially welcomed such by active participation must give specific notice
to the alleged harasser that such conduct is no longer welcome in order for any such subsequent
conduct to be deemed unwelcome.

Sexual Harassment
For the purposes of this policy, unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other
verbal or physical conduct of sexual nature constitute sexual harassment if:

a. submission to the conduct is made either an explicit or implicit condition of employment;
b. submission to or rejection of the conduct is used as a basis for an employment decision

affecting the harassed employee; or
c. the conduct substantially interferes with an employee's work performance, or creates an

intimidating, hostile, or offensive work environment.

B.  SPECIFIC PROHIBITIONS
1. Administrators and Supervisors

a. It is sexual harassment for an administrator or supervisor to use his or her authority to solicit
sexual favors or attention from subordinates when the subordinate's failure to submit will
result in adverse treatment, or when the subordinate's acquiescence will result in preferential
treatment.

b. Administrators and supervisors who either engage in sexual harassment or tolerate such
conduct by other employees shall be subject to sanctions, as described below.
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2. Non-administrative and Non-Supervisory Employees
It is sexual harassment for a non-administrative and non-supervisory employee to subject another
such employee to any unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature.  Employees who engage in such
conduct shall be subject to sanctions as described below.

C.  REPORTING, INVESTIGATION, AND SANCTIONS
1.  It is the express policy of the Board of Education to encourage victims of a sexual harassment to

come forward with such claims.  This may be done through the Employee Grievance Resolution
Procedure.
a. Employees who feel that administrators or supervisors are conditioning promotions, increases

in wages, continuation of employment, or other terms or conditions of employment upon
sexual favors, are encouraged to report these conditions to the appropriate administrator.  If
the employee's direct administrator or supervisor is the offending person, the report shall be
made to the next higher level of administration or supervision.

b. Employees are also urged to report any unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature by supervisors
or fellow employees if such conduct interferes with the individual's work performance or
creates a hostile or offensive working environment.

c. Confidentiality will be maintained and no reprisals or retaliation will be allowed to occur as a
result of the good faith reporting of charges of sexual harassment.

2.  In determining whether alleged conduct constitutes sexual harassment, the totality of the
circumstances, the nature of the conduct and the context in which the alleged conduct occurred
will be investigated.  The Superintendent has the responsibility of investigating and resolving
complaints of sexual harassment.

3.  Any employee found to have engaged in sexual harassment shall be subject to sanctions,
including, but not limited to warning, suspension, or termination subject to applicable procedural
requirements.     

SEXUAL MISCONDUCT PROHIBITED
If any person eighteen (18) years or older who is employed by any public or private school district in this
state is accused of fondling or having any type of sexual involvement with any child under the age of
eighteen (18) years who is enrolled in such school, the principal of such school and the superintendent of
such school district shall timely notify the district attorney with jurisdiction where the school is located of
such accusation, provided that such accusation is reported to the principal and to the school
superintendent and that there is a reasonable basis to believe that such accusation is true. ' 97-5-24 (1994)

 If any teacher and any pupil under eighteen (18) years of age of such teacher, not being married to each
other, shall have sexual intercourse, each with the other, they shall, for every such offense, be fined in any
sum, not more than five hundred dollars ($500.00) each, and the teacher may be imprisoned not less than
three (3) months nor more than six (6) months.  97-29-3 (1980)

HARASSMENT PROHIBITED
This school district affirms employee protection provided under Title VII, and therefore "shall not tolerate
verbal or physical conduct by any employee, male or female, which harasses, disrupts, or interferes with
another's work performance or which creates an intimidating, offensive, or hostile environment."

Further, this school district prohibits sexual harassment of or by any student.  This policy applies to
conduct during and relating to school and school-sponsored activities.  Sexual harassment is inappropriate
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behavior and offensive.  Any student who engages in the sexual harassment of anyone in the school
setting may be subject to disciplinary action up to and including expulsion.

D.  PROCEDURES FOR PROCESSING COMPLAINTS
Step One:

Within five (5) days of the time a complaint becomes known, the employee will present the
complaint orally to his immediate supervisor or the district's Title IX Coordinator and complete a
"Report of Violation of Title IX."  It should be noted that the complainant does not have to report
the incident to the supervisor before talking with the Title IX Coordinator.

 Step Two:
Within 3-5 days the supervisor or complainant is to present the completed "Report of Violation of
Title IX" to the designated person in the office of personnel services.

 Step Three:
Within five (5) days, after review of the written complaint, the Title IX coordinator shall
personally question both or all parties involved in the sexual harassment complaint.  A written
record shall be made of the statements made by all parties involved.  If the alleged harasser denies
the allegation, the Title IX Coordinator must do additional fact finding before making a
determination.  This must be done within 5-7 days.

Step Four:
The complainant may request, in writing, within 5 days, a hearing before an unbiased panel of
district employees.  If such a request is made, it shall be the responsibility of the district's Title IX
Coordinator to convene a panel of three to five district employees.

Step Five:
A panel of three to five district employees shall review the facts presented and question all parties
involved before making a determination.  The complainant and alleged harasser will be informed
by registered mail of the date and time to appear before the panel.  The proceedings of the hearing
will be taped and kept on file in the office of personnel services.  The panel shall be convened
within 5-10 days of the written request.  Representation of a complainant or alleged harasser by
other individuals will not be permitted.

The panel will prepare a written summary of all relevant facts, being careful to state such facts
fairly and objectively.  The panel will then express its findings and conclusions.  The summary of
facts, findings and conclusions will then provide the basis for subsequent review in the event of
further appeal by the complainant.

Step Six:
Within five days of review of the response of step five, the complainant and/or alleged harasser
may appeal the decision by requesting, in writing, a review of the decision by the superintendent
of schools.  The superintendent will review the written summary of the step five panel and shall,
within ten (10) days render his/her written decision.

Step Seven:
Within five (5) days of review of the response of step six, the complainant or alleged harasser
may appeal this decision by requesting, in writing, a review of the decision by the board of
trustees.  The board shall review the written summary of the panel and the written decision of the
superintendent within thirty (30) days of the receipt of the step six appeal.  The board's decision
shall be rendered no later than the conclusion of its next regularly scheduled board meeting.
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SPECIAL/GENERAL LEAVE
Employees may apply to the School Board for additional leave in case of personal illness, if needed.
Employees may be granted General Leave of absence without pay for 12 months for sickness, attending
school, or other good cause within the discretion of the principal, the superintendent, and the School
Board, provided a full-time qualified person is available for employment who will agree to be temporarily
employed pending the return of the employee petitioning for General Leave.  An employee returning to
work at the termination of Special Leave or General Leave shall be reinstated without decrease on rate of
compensation or loss of promotional opportunities, or any other right or benefit of employment.

Any school district employee may donate a portion of his or her unused accumulated
personal leave to another employee of the same district who is suffering from a catastrophic
injury or who also is a member of his or her immediate family suffering from a catastrophic
injury or illness.  Each case will be judged on an individual basis and must have the
approval of the school board.  For additional information, see Mrs. Amanda Gray, Business
Manager.

STUDENT ACCIDENTS
School personnel should report to the office all school related pupil accidents, whether such accidents
occur at school or elsewhere, if the student requires medical attention or necessitates a pupil absence.

Procedure for Care of Injured Pupils
1. The teacher with the group when the injury occurs, or the first staff member to reach the injured

student, shall take charge of the procedure.
2. If this staff member is not qualified in first aid, any teacher who is qualified should be summoned.

The first staff member on the scene shall not leave until a qualified person arrives.
3. All basic principles of first aid shall be observed. Supplies are located in each school.
4. No medication shall be attempted or administered. The student shall be made as comfortable as

possible without such.
5. The school office shall be notified of the injury and the extent.  A written report should be made

of serious injuries.
6. If appropriate, the office shall begin a real attempt to locate and inform the parents of the

student’s injury.
7. If the parent cannot be located, judgment shall be exercised as to seeking medical attention.
8. If it becomes necessary to take the student to his/her home without the parent’s knowledge, some

adult relative should be located and present.

STUDENT MAKE-UP WORK
Upon returning to school after an absence, a student should immediately make contact with each teacher
to obtain the assignments missed.  If a student fails to take this initiative, the teacher should remind the
student of his/her responsibility concerning make-up work.

Student Make-up Tests
Any student who is present on the day a test is assigned is responsible for taking the test on the day he/she
returns to school unless the teacher gives special permission for delayed testing.
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STUDENT RECORDS
The records of the school concerning an individual student shall be used for the promotion of the student’s
welfare.  Federal and state law restricts the release of student records and access to student records.
School officials shall release a student’s record upon receipt of the written request of a parent, guardian,
or student 18 years of age or older.  School officials shall allow access to a student’s record upon receipt
of a written request of a parent, guardian, or student 18 years of age or older.

The Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District adheres to all provisions of the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) ensuring the safety of students and the privacy of student
information; and, ensuring the effectiveness of publicly funded education programs.

STUDENT SUPERVISION
Teachers should remain in their classrooms or in other assigned areas (e.g., hall or playground duty) at all
times when students are present unless an emergency exists.  According to federal and state law, teachers
are liable for students during the entire time assigned. Students should never be left “in charge” of other
students.

SUBSTITUTE FOLDER
Each teacher will maintain a folder for the substitute teacher in a prominent location in his/her desk. The
contents of this folder may vary according to teacher preferences; it must include, however, the following:

1. current class rolls
2. current seating charts
3. daily schedule of teacher
4. bell schedule
5. discipline policy
6. extra activities that may be used should the lesson plans provided be insufficient. (These activities

should be of such a design that they require minimum instruction on the part of the substitute but
will be beneficial to the students.)

TECHNOLOGY STANDARDS FOR TEACHERS
The Mississippi Department of Education has developed a plan for educational technology to improve
student achievement through enhanced curriculum content, instructional delivery, and access to and
support for educational technology integration. Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District,
following the example set forth by The Mississippi Department of Education Plan for Educational
Technology, has developed a technology plan that contains information on technology needs of the
district, strategic and measurable actions for technology integration, and guidelines for local technology
planning. The plan is divided into four major sections. Each section is depicted below with key goals and
objectives.

Teaching and Learning
Goal I: All Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District students will meet or exceed the state
standards for student literacy in technology by 2016.

• All students will be technology literate by 2016.
• Students will continue to utilize emerging technologies to enhance learning.
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Goal II: All students will utilize technology across the curriculum to facilitate mastery of National
Educational Technology Standards by 2016.

• High quality technology-based content will be available for Winona-Montgomery Consolidated
School District students.
• Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District teacher lesson plans will continue to include
strategies for technology integration.

Educator Proficiency
Goal III: All Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District teachers will be qualified to use
technology for instruction by meeting the ISTE Technology Standards for Teachers by 2016.

• High quality professional development for teachers will be based on Mississippi    Technology
Standards for Teachers.
• All teachers will have support for technology integration.
• All teachers will be required to meet the ISTE Technology Standards for Teachers.

Goal IV: All administrators will be qualified to use technology appropriately to improve their efficiency,
effectiveness, and productivity.

• High quality professional development for administrators will be based on ISTE Technology
Standards for Administrators.
• Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District administrators will be required to meet the
ISTE Technology Standards for Administrators.

A listing of Teacher and Administrator ISTE Technology Standards can be found in the Appendix of this
document.

Leadership and Support
Goal V: All district schools will increase the involvement of parents, business/industry, and community
members in education through the use of technology.

• All schools within the Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District will promote
community awareness that focuses on school technology use.
• Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District will encourage partnerships with
business/industry and public and private entities.

Environment and Infrastructure
Goal VI: The Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District will utilize an up-to-date reporting and
accountability system to make data-driven decisions.

• All district schools will evaluate technology effectiveness.
• All district schools will provide the Mississippi Department of Education requested information
for evaluating the impact of technology.

Goal VII: The Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District is connected to a statewide
telecommunications infrastructure that provides broadband capacity and network connectivity for Internet
and other technological resources to every classroom in the district.

• Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District has high quality access to technology and
telecommunications.
• Expertise and assistance is provided to school district staff in planning for and using technology.
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• A safe, secure K-12 infrastructure is provided in compliance with the Children’s Internet
Protection Act (CIPA).
• Emerging technologies will be researched on a continual basis.

Acceptable Use Policy for Staff
The computers in the Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District, and the network to which
they are connected, are here to help teachers to be more effective in their work; to facilitate
communication with colleagues; and to make available the vast resources of the Internet.  The
computer and the system to which they are connected are teaching tools.  All computers and the
computer network were purchased and are maintained by the Winona-Montgomery Consolidated
School District.  Therefore, the District has responsibilities (legal, practical, and moral) that it must
address.

TELEPHONE
Use by Personnel
Telephones are provided in several locations in each building for teacher and staff use.  Employees will be
notified immediately if they receive a call at work where an emergency exists.  All other messages will be
left in teachers’ mailboxes.

Use by Students
Students will be allowed to use the school telephone only in cases of emergencies.

Cell Phones
Teachers may have cell phones on campus.  However, they are required to set their phones on silent
during classes.  This will help to maintain time on task for students and the teacher.  Teachers should not
communicate with parents via personal cell phones through calls or texts. Teachers should use
SchoolStatus to communicate with parents.

TIME ON TASK
Educational research indicates that all children can learn but at different rates.  If given enough time on a
task, a student can master that task.
Time is a resource. Our goal is to utilize every minute of instructional time for instruction.  Timesaving
methods in all aspects of classroom behavior must be developed.

Below are listed some ways to save time in the classroom. These are to be utilized by teachers along with
any ideas or devices of your own.

1. Be in your classroom and begin instruction when the tardy bell rings.
2. Devise a timesaving way of calling roll.  (Do not spend 5 minutes at the first of the period calling

roll.)
3. Utilize effective discipline principles in handling discipline.  Never let student behavior interfere

with instruction.  Remember:  A good disciplinarian is not necessarily a good teacher; but a good
teacher is always a good disciplinarian.

4. Spend the entire class period engaged in teaching activities.
5. Homework should be done outside the classroom.  The teacher should be sure that all students

understand the assignment.
6. Enforce school policy that the teacher, not the bell, dismisses students from class.
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TITLE/FEDERAL PROGRAMS
Title 1 is a 100% federally financed program and is limited to specific target areas. The program includes
Reading, Mathematics, and Language Arts. A school’s poverty level percentage (based on the free and
reduced lunch count) determines the school’s eligibility for providing Title 1 services. Title I is school
wide within the Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District, and all students receive services.

Title II is federal funds designed to combine the former Class Size Reduction Initiative into improving,
preparing, training, and recruiting highly qualified teachers and principals.

Title III ensures that limited English proficient (LEP) students, including immigrant children and youth,
develop English proficiency and meet the same academic content and achievement standards required of
all children.

Title IV funds the competitive 21st Century Community Learning Center Grant Projects.

Title VI is a 100% federally financed program designed to support innovative educational reform efforts
to improve instruction and learning for children attending Rural and Low-Income Schools.

Title IX
The Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District does not discriminate on the basis of sex, race,
color, religion, national origin, or disabling conditions and is in compliance with Title I directions.  The
local Office of Compliance is:

Dr. Teresa R. Jackson
218 Fairground Street
Winona, MS  38967

(662) 283-3731

The Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District is in compliance with the requirements of Title IX
of the Educational Amendments of 1972 which prohibit sex discrimination or other discrimination in
federally assisted education programs.

Questions about the Title/Federal Programs may be directed to Peggy Jackson, Federal Programs
Director.

Grievance Procedure - The basic intent of the grievance procedure is to provide quick and fair resolution
of complaints of discrimination.

Step #1 Any person with an alleged grievance shall file a written complaint with the local school
principal, forwarding a copy to the Title IX Compliance Officer.
Step #2 If the problem is not mutually solved, the complainant shall appeal to the Compliance Officer.
Step #3 If the problem is not mutually solved, the complainant shall further appeal to the Superintendent
of Schools.
Step #4 If the problem is not mutually solved, the complainant shall appeal to the Board of Education.
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TRAVEL EXPENSES
All out of district travel must be pre-approved by the employee’s immediate supervisor and the
superintendent. The employee will complete the Out of District Travel Request form (See Blue Copy in
your school’s office) to request permission.  After approval, an employee shall be reimbursed for
expenses required for performance of his/her duties by the school district for such travel as indicated
below:

1. For each mile actually and necessarily traveled in the employee’s automobile or other private
motor vehicle 54¢ per mile.  Employees are expected by the Board to carpool where two or more
employees are traveling to the same destination. In such an event only one travel expense
allowance at the authorized rate per mile shall be allowed for any one trip.

2. When such travel is done by means of a public carrier or other means not involving a private
motor vehicle, the employee shall receive as travel expense the actual fare or other incurred in
such travel.  Travel by airline shall be at the tourist rate unless such space was unavailable.  The
employee shall certify that tourist accommodations were not available if travel is performed in
first class airline accommodations.

3. Employees shall be reimbursed for other actual expenses such as meals, lodging, and other
necessary expenses incurred in the course of such travel, subject to limitations placed on meals
for interstate and interstate official travel by the State Fiscal Management Board and rules and
regulations adopted by the State Department of Audit.

Current reimbursements are as follows:
1. Double standard room rate for accommodations
2. When overnight stay is required, meals will be reimbursed: maximum reimbursement of $41.00

per day for meals for in-state travel
3. 54¢ per mile driven in private vehicle
4. Actual registration fees
5. Actual fare or other expenses incurred in travel by public carrier
6. Incidental expenses- reasonable gratuities, parking, etc.

The superintendent shall comply with the rules and regulations of the State Department of Audit
regarding itemized expense accounts upon return of the employee. The state finance laws now prohibit
the school system from paying “before-the-fact” expenses. Your request for reimbursement must be
returned to the Office of the Superintendent no later than 12:00 noon on Monday one (1) week preceding
the regularly scheduled board meeting.  The WMCSD School Board meets the 2rd Tuesday of each month.
Requests for reimbursement received after this date will be placed on the next month’s docket for
payment.

U. S. FLAG AND PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE (Senate Bill 2321)
The United States flag shall be displayed in each classroom and in each principal room of the school
building at all times while school is in session. It shall be the duty of the school board of each school
district to ensure that the flags are properly displayed in every classroom as required by law.  Each school
district shall provide student instruction in the proper etiquette toward correct display of and respect for
the flag, and in patriotic exercises.  The instruction shall be a part of each district’s curriculum.
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All teachers are required to have all pupils repeat the oath of allegiance to the U. S. Flag at the beginning
of the first hour of class each day school is in session.  Any student or teacher who objects to reciting the
oath of allegiance shall be excused from participating without penalty.

UNIFORM GRADING SYSTEM
The school system will periodically examine its grading scale to make sure staff, students, and parents
understand the school district’s grading scale and policies.  The intent of grades is to describe the
student’s progress in class.  Thus, it is helpful when teachers provide comments, checklists, and/or brief
summaries regarding each student’s work.
The following grading scale shall be used by all instructional personnel of the Winona-Montgomery
Consolidated School District (Grades 1-12):

A = 90-100
B = 80-89
C = 72-79
D = 65-71
F = Below 65

The minimum passing grade shall be 65.
No student will have a 64 on the report card for the yearly average.  Teachers need to generate a printout
to check averages of 64.

Numerical grades will be recorded on the report card for each subject.  This numerical grade will be used
in computing semester and yearly averages and in recording grades on cumulative records

The certified classroom teacher shall check, correct, and assign the grade to the student’s work, and enter
grades into SAM.

Students shall do no grading of work or calculating of averages of work that is to be recorded.  Teachers
are not to allow students to enter grades in the computer. No optional graded work shall be given to any
student unless all students of the same class and in the same situation are given the same opportunity.
Any student refusing to do optional graded work shall not be penalized for failure to do optional work.

- Instructional staff must be able to justify any grade given.
- The source of any grade given must be educationally sound.
- The principal will check teacher grade books periodically.

Grade Penalties
1. Students who fail to make up work missed during an absence shall receive a “0.”  Exceptions

must be approved by the principals.
2. All schoolwork missed during the suspension period must be made up by the student.  It is the

student’s responsibility to contact the teacher and arrange to take all tests missed.  Any work not
made up with the appropriate time period will be assigned an automatic “0”.  The student will
have the same number of days to make up all work missed equal to the number of days absent.

3. Grades shall not be lowered due to poor conduct.
4. Grades shall not be raised or lowered due to a student’s performance in extracurricular activities.

This does not apply to academic courses where performance is a part of the grading procedure.
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Nine Weeks Average
The nine weeks’ average shall be determined by averaging the numerical grades as follows:

Daily grades, unit tests, special projects, long-term assignments shall be appropriately weighted by the
teacher and shall be averaged together to count ¾ of the nine weeks average.

Nine weeks tests shall count ¼ of the nine weeks average in grades 7 - 12.

The semester average will be determined by averaging the two nine week’s grades during the semester;
and, the yearly average will be determined by averaging the two semester grades.

Assigning Zeros - Zeros are motivation killers.  A couple of zeros, for whatever just or unjust reason, can
ruin a good average quickly.  Some teachers who give zeros say they do so to “motivate” their students to
perform better.  Research indicates the opposite - most students are discouraged by zeros and tend to give
up. One way to deal with zeros (and other very low grades) is to throw out the lowest mark in a grading
period.  A zero cannot be given as student punishment.

Testing What You Teach - Each teacher must ensure that every test given is a quality test.  First, the
vocabulary used on the test must be the same as used in class.  Second, the level of testing must be
appropriate for the focus in class, e.g. if focus is on the application level, a test that asks low level, recall
questions would be inappropriate.  Finally, the test must emphasize the same material that was
emphasized in class.  When a teacher takes time to develop a good test, the end result will be that students
will score higher because the test is a better reflection of what has been taught.

Communication - Each teacher must clearly communicate your grading procedures to students and
parents at the beginning of the grading period. Every teacher must establish a concrete grading
system in compliance with the district’s grading system. A copy must be given to the principal.
Copies must also be distributed to students.
If a student or parent questions a grade, the teacher should listen to the concern, get the facts, and respond.
If the student or parent disagrees with your explanation, refer him/her to the principal.  If you made a
mistake in figuring a grade, admit the error and correct it.

Each teacher must ensure that his/her grading practices are consistent with district policies. Parents utilize
the Active Parent Module in SAM frequently to check their children’s grades. Consequently, all teachers
must enter grades into the SAM grade book in a consistent and timely manner.

Few students have escaped having an emotional experience with grades.  Too many of these experiences
have been negative.  Teachers attempt to be fair when assigning grades to students.  Yet, the stress and
pain of a low grade are often traumatic whether in the first grade or in graduate school.  Teachers have an
obligation to be knowledgeable about the grading process, development of tests, and the extraneous
factors that might influence grades.  Given the impact on students, it is every educator’s responsibility to
do no less.

Tests are designed as instruments to measure what has been taught by the teacher and has been learned by
the student.  Tests should never be used solely to obtain grades.  Therefore, tests should be graded in a
timely manner and returned to the students as quickly as possible.  Since all tests are learning tools,
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teachers must go over the tests with students and deliver a complete explanation of the answers.  Just
calling out correct answers is not an acceptable teaching device.

USE OF THE LIBRARY
The library media center is the hub of the school, and students should be encouraged to utilize library
facilities.

Probably no area of a school indicates more accurately the quality of education available at the school
than the library.  In order for students to compete successfully in today’s world of work, it is mandatory
that they acquire research and higher order thinking skills.  Teachers are encouraged to require that
students utilize both the school and the public libraries to enhance all areas of study.

USE OF SCHOOL FACILITIES AND RESOURCES
USE OF CLASSIFICATION
A continuous effort shall be made by the staff to give a professional interpretation of the school district's
purpose and programs to the community.  Interaction between the school and community is essential,
based upon an understanding of the role of each in providing an adequate and effective educational
program.

It is an inappropriate use of public funds for school facilities and/or equipment to be used for non-school
groups unless adequate compensation is made.  A permit may be issued by the school district for
occasional use of school facilities or equipment to responsible organized groups for educational purposes,
provided use by others is not on a continuing basis and will not interfere with the school program. It
should be understood that facilities are not available for educational activities of an extended frequency
and duration, other than those sponsored by the school district.  Reimbursement of cost for the approved
use thereof, in the amount specified by the superintendent, shall be made at the time of application for
use.

School facilities are not available for programs that may be suitably accommodated through use of other
community facilities.  Written application shall be made on the form approved by the school board. This
form is found in the Appendix.

NON-DISCRIMINATORY PRACTICES
School facilities are not available for use by anyone or any group for personal gain, family groups, secret
societies, subversive organizations, etc. or by any organization or individual that excludes persons from
participation because of race, color, sex, creed, or national origin or that promotes either the
discrimination or advancement of a particular race of people.  Applicants for use of school facilities must
agree not to engage in or permit such activity while using school property.

CONDITIONS FOR USE OF FACILITIES
1. All requests for use of school facilities shall be made in writing to the principal of the school

where requested facilities are located.  The responsible party must personally pick up the request
and return it to the principal of school.  The principal will forward each request to the
Superintendent for Board approval.  The request must include the location and specific facilities
requested, the date to be used, the purpose, and the name of the organization making the request.
Requests should be made as far in advance as possible. The Board regularly meets on the
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2nd Tuesday of each month. All requests for the use of Winona-Montgomery Consolidated
School District facilities must have prior approval of the school board.

2. In all cases, school sponsored activities shall have priority in utilization of facilities.
3. The facility must be left clean and undamaged.  With the exception of the cafeterias, no

eating/drinking is allowed in school facilities, including auditorium and gymnasiums.  No tobacco
is allowed in any school facilities or on any school property.

4. Federal, state, local, and school district laws, ordinances, and rules regarding smoking, exit
control, seats in aisles, etc., shall be observed. All safety and security issues, including access of
participants, observers, etc. to areas other than those specified, must be controlled by the group
utilizing the facilities.  Persons attending meetings will be required to go directly to the area for
which application is made and to leave by the most direct exit.

5. Arrangements must be made and approved by the superintendent to work out conditions with
GCA for opening and closing the building, security, and clean up.  Payment for service is made
directly to the district.

6. If a school kitchen is used, arrangements must be made and approved by the principal to have the
cafeteria manager or her designee to be present during the entire time of use and to assume
responsibility for opening and closing the kitchen, security, and cleanup.  Payment for service is
to be made by the group directly to the manager or her designee.

7. Arrangements of furniture, equipment, etc. are the responsibility of the applicant.  If the service of
a school custodian is desired in handling furniture and equipment, arrangements must be made
with the custodian by the applicant.  All areas used must be returned to the academic setting
specified by the school district.

8. A use fee, calculated according to the schedule of expenses shown upon application, shall be
attached to the Use of School Facilities and Resources form.  The Board, in its discretion, may
increase the use fee.  Factors influencing increase include facilities to be used, number of times to
be used, length of use, etc.

9. An advance deposit in the amount of $200 times the number of days use is requested shall be
required to cover any loss or damage that might occur. The deposit will be refunded provided no
loss or damage occurs and the facility is left clean and in the condition specified as determined by
the school principal or his designee.

10. Regulations governing use of facilities as stated in the policy and application form must be
observed.

11. Failure of the applicant to comply with any of the foregoing conditions constitutes cause for
cancellation of privilege to use.

FEE SCHEDULE
The minimum rate is established on the basis of per calendar day of use and is used to help defray cost of
utilities, etc.  Rates do not include use of equipment (including computers, sound/visual equipment, etc.),
additional rooms for dressing, security guards, custodians, etc.  Applicants are responsible for all setup
and must return the area used to condition and arrangement specified by the school district.
Career and Technical Center

● Classrooms 1, 2, and 3 - $100 each per day of use.
Winona Secondary School

● Classrooms - $100 each per day of use.
● Cafeteria - $250 per day of use.
● Auditorium –

o $500 per day of use.
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o $100 fee for sound & lights per day of use (WMCSD personnel only can operate)
o No food or drink, gum or candy allowed inside the auditorium
o Security must be present during an event.  It can be a hired security guard, coach or other

male faculty.
o The balcony will be closed for events that will not fill up the lower level.

● Gymnasium - $150 per day of use.  Does not include use of dressing rooms.
● Technology Resource Center - $250 per day of use plus $500 security deposit.
● Football Field - afternoon (no lights) $250; evening $500.  Does not include use of concession

stand, dressing rooms, or rest rooms.
Winona Elementary School

● Classrooms - $100 each per day of use.
● Cafeteria - $250 per day of use.

VISITORS
Business Visitation
Salesmen and other individuals desiring business transactions with school personnel must get permission
from the principal prior to contact with any employee. All visitors should report to the office upon
arriving at school.

Students
Students may not bring visitors to school.  Any violation shall be reported to the principal immediately.

Personnel
No employees are to have visitors at school without permission of the principal.  Visitation of employees
during school hours is discouraged.

WEAPONS/PREVENTION OF SCHOOL VIOLENCE
The District complies with the Mississippi Prevention of School Violence Act.
1. Weapons Not Allowed

● No student may possess a weapon on school property, which includes school buildings, grounds,
athletic fields or any other property used for school purposes. This prohibition includes all
weapons except those used only for educational or school-sanctioned ceremonies, carried by
governmental agents such as policemen or in other very limited circumstances permitted by law.

● Non-students may possess a firearm on school grounds only if it is in a vehicle and is not
brandished, exhibited or displayed in a careless, angry or threatening manner.

● A person may be guilty of a felony and subject to a $5000 fine and/or 3 years in jail for
possession on school property/at school-related events of a gun, rifle, pistol, other firearm,
dynamite cartridge, bomb, grenade, mine, powerful explosive, or for causing, encouraging or
aiding a minor to possess same.

● A person may be guilty of a misdemeanor and subject to a $1000 fine and/or 6 months in jail for
possession on school property/at school-related events of a BB gun, air rifle, air pistol, bowie
knife, dirk, dagger, slingshot, leaded cane, switchblade, blackjack, metallic knuckles, razors and
razor blades (except for shaving only), any sharp-pointed or edged instrument (except
instructional supplies, unaltered nail files and clips and tools used only to prepare food,
instruction and maintenance of school property), or for causing, encouraging or aiding a minor to
possess same. Stun guns are also prohibited.
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● A copy of Miss. Code Ann. § 97-37-17 shall be posted in public view at the school. For further
information, please contact your principal.

2. Reporting Requirements
The District will be notified within 1 week whenever a student is arrested for, lawfully charged with or
convicted of a crime. The District will take whatever disciplinary or other action is deemed necessary
under the circumstances, in the discretion of the Superintendent and/or principal, if so designated.

When a violent act occurs on school property or during a school activity, the following reports will be
made:

● School employees will notify the principal when they have knowledge of unlawful or violent acts,
which have occurred or may have occurred.

● The principal will immediately notify law enforcement when he/she has a reasonable belief that a
violent crime has occurred. Law enforcement must immediately dispatch an officer and arrests
may be made with probable cause.

● The Superintendent will notify the youth court and law enforcement officials of a crime
committed by a student.

● The Superintendent and/or principal will notify the district attorney of an accusation of fondling
or sexual involvement with a minor student (under 18) by a school employee (18 or older) where
there is a reasonable basis to believe that the accusation is true.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Faculty meetings will be held on Wednesday afternoons. Teachers should avoid any conflicts on
Wednesday afternoons.  Please make arrangements for your children during this time.

WORKER’S COMPENSATION
All employees of Winona-Montgomery Consolidated School District are protected by the Worker’s
Compensation laws of the State of Mississippi. This policy is for payment of medical bills and monetary
compensation for wages lost as a result of a covered accident. For an accident to be covered, it must occur
at work while the employee is performing duties within the scope of employment. Wage compensation is
equal to a maximum of 66 2/3% of the average weekly salary for the previous 52 weeks, up to a
maximum allowed by law. All job-related accidents should be reported immediately to the building
administrator. Required forms are located in the office at each school. The Coordinator for this program is
Amanda Gray, 662-283-3731.
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